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For over 40 years we have been specialising in the production 

of high-quality products to correctly secure working environments 

in building engineering, civil engineering and road engineering. 

Permanently high quality, reliable service and short-term delivery 

capacities are a matter of course to us. This is what makes us a 

reliable partner to our customers. We constantly enhance our pro-

ducts in an effort to continuously improve the safety factor. In this 

process, a number of patents demonstrate our innovative force.

Our road traffic safety systems are certified as per the guidelines 

to secure working environments on roads (RSA) and the additi-

onal contractual conditions and guidelines for securing working 

environments on roads including the associated technical delivery 

conditions.

Made in Germany
To us, production facilities in Germany are very important. As a 

result, you can rely on a permanently high level of quality. Our cut-

ting-edge production facilities in Gütersloh operate precisely and 

efficiently. They are divided in blow moulding, injection moulding, 

steel processing, rotation and extrusion departments.

As part of steel processing we produce steel profiles for use in 

safety barriers, delineators as well as barriers and rails in two pro-

filing systems. As a result, we can also produce customer-specific 

profiles, round tubes and square tubes.

Certified quality
To us our products‘ quality and our customers‘ satisfaction are 

paramount. For this reason, WEMAS Absperrtechnik GmbH has 

been certified as per ISO 9001:2008 since 2012. We strive to-

wards safeguarding consistent quality assurance within our com-

pany. Consequently, we can always ensure our customers receive 

high-quality products within ideal delivery terms.

Throughout Germany and Europe, buil-
ding contractors, service providers and 
authorities rely on WEMAS products 
because permanently high and certified 
quality from Gütersloh is what they are 
seeking. We do not make compromises 
with regard to safety when securing con-
struction sites. 

As part of blow moulding technology, we produce safety barriers, 

barriers, manhole barriers, delineators, traffic cones and rubble chu-

tes on four production systems. Our injection moulding systems are

designed for the production of base plates, erection aids, hoarding 

bases, bases for barriers and traffic cone. We also produce traffic 

cones, warning and delineator lights as well as other accessories.

WEMAS - safety assured
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WEMAS Absperrtechnik GmbH general terms and conditions for retail, delivery and payment
1 Structure of the terms and conditions
1.1 Deliveries, services and offers by Wemas GmbH (hereinafter also referred to Retailer or simply „we”) are exclusively completed on the 

basis of these terms and conditions of business. As a result, the terms and conditions also apply to future business relationships, even 
if the terms and conditions are not explicitly agreed upon once again. The terms and conditions shall be deemed as accepted at the 
latest upon accepting the goods/delivery. We hereby object to counter confirmations of the purchaser and a reference to their terms 
and conditions of business and procurement.

1.2 Deviations from the terms and conditions of business shall be effective only if they are explicitly confirmed in writing.
1.3 These terms and conditions shall apply exclusively to companies, public and legal entities or special-purpose public assets as per 

Article 310, Section 1, German Civil Code (BGB).

2 Offers and concluding agreements
2.1 In the event that the order can be qualified as per Article 145, German Civil Code (BGB), we shall be given the option to accept it within 

four weeks.
2.2 Agreements concluded upon or following a conclusion of an agreement between our employees or representatives and our customers 

shall be valid exclusively following our confirmation; to this end, our employees’ or representatives’ representative authorities shall be 
restricted.

2.3 Drawings, illustrations, dimensions, weight data or other performance data represent common industry approximations with the result 
that commercially common deviations shall be permitted. We shall also reserve the right to make technical changes and changes to 
the shape, colour, quality and/or weight within reasonable limits. This shall also apply if samples or trials have been handed over to the 
ordering party. Such data shall not be deemed as guaranteed properties.

3 Delivery and service terms, delays
3.1 The start of our specified delivery terms assumes all technical queries have been clarified.
3.2 The dates and deadlines shall not be binding unless explicitly agreed otherwise. As a rule, we shall not assume any procurement risks.
3.3 Delays in delivery and the provision of services due to force majeure and due to events that considerably impair deliveries by Wemas 

GmbH or make these impossible (e.g. strike, lock-outs, etc.) shall entitle us to delay the deliveries or services by the period our proces-
ses had been impaired plus a reasonable start-up time. This shall also apply if our suppliers or their sub-suppliers are affected by the 
aforementioned impairments.

3.4 We shall reserve the right of correct and timely deliveries to the client.
3.5 In the event that we have failed to comply with a quoted service, the purchaser shall not be entitled to withdraw from the agreement 

and/or demand compensation as a replacement for the entire service or futile expenses, providing the breach of duty on our behalf is 
insignificant.

3.6 Wemas GmbH shall only fall behind by way of a reminder, providing legal stipulations or the agreement do not specify otherwise. 
Reminders and deadline specifications of the purchaser must have been formulated in writing.

3.7 Our adherence to delivery obligations requires the correct and timely compliance of purchasers with the obligations. We shall reserve 
the right to object to a non-fulfilment of the agreement. We shall be entitled to make partial deliveries and deliver services in part, insofar 
as this is feasible to the ordering party.

3.8 In the event of delays of services, the purchaser shall have the legal right to compensation and withdrawal, subject to the following spe-
cifications and requirements, in particular the limitation of liability as per Section 3.10. as well as the occurrence of legal requirements 
with regard to matter of fact. However, this requires the purchaser having specified a reasonable deadline to (subsequently) perform 
the service and this deadline has expired without any results. The specifications of Article 281, Section 2 and Article 323, Section 2 on 
the lack of a necessity to set a deadline shall remain unaffected.

3.9 The purchaser shall be obliged to link the extended deadline as per the previous Section 3.8 with the unambiguous declaration to 
refuse acceptance of the delivery and the rights resulting from the aforementioned Section 3.8 following expiry of the extended deadline 
without any results. In the event that the services have already been performed in part, the purchaser shall be entitled to demand 
compensation for the entire service only if it is in the purchaser’s interest to completely provide the entire service. Withdrawal from 
the entire agreement shall be possible in this case only in the event that the purchaser can provide proof that a partial performance of 
services does not bring about any benefits.

3.10 We shall be liable to delays in services only in the event that these result intentionally or as a result of gross negligence as per legal 
stipulations, also by a representative or agent. In the case of gross negligence, our liability shall be restricted to the foreseeable damage 
typical to this agreement, providing none of the exceptional cases as per Section 5 of this stipulation apply. In any other case, our 
liability due to delays and compensation in addition to the services shall be restricted to 5% and for the claim for compensation instead 
of the services restricted to 10% of the value of the delivery/services. Any further claims of the client shall be excluded, also following 
the expiry of any potential deadlines specified to us. The aforementioned restrictions shall not apply in the event of liability due to death 
or personal injury. The aforementioned regulations shall not be linked to a change to the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the 
purchaser.

3.11 The purchaser shall exclusively be entitled to withdraw from the agreement within the framework of legal stipulations, providing we are 
responsible for the delivery delays; this shall not be linked to a change of the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the purchaser.

3.12 In the event of a delay in acceptance on behalf of the purchaser or in the event of any other violation of other duties to collaborate 
on behalf of the purchaser we shall reserve the right to exercise the legal claims we are entitled to. The risk of accidental loss and/or 
accidental deterioration of the purchase item shall be transferred to the purchaser at the latest when there is a delay in acceptance on 
behalf of the purchaser.

4 Transfer of risks, packaging
4.1 Insofar as no deviating agreement has been concluded, deliveries shall be agreed upon as of the Wemas GmbH warehouse. The risk 

shall be transferred to the purchaser as soon as the shipment has been handed over to the entity in charge of shipment or as soon as 
the delivery has left our warehouse for shipment; this shall also apply if we organise the transport ourselves.

4.2 In the event that shipment becomes impossible without a fault on our behalf, the risk shall be transferred to the purchaser upon repor-
ting the item is ready for shipment.

4.3 On request by the purchaser we shall conclude transport insurance for the delivery and the purchaser shall bear any costs incurred.
4.4 Packaging as defined in the packaging regulations, except transport packaging or multi-use shipping materials (e.g. pallets, wire boxes 

Collico boxes, etc.), shall be non-returnable. Purchasers shall be obliged to dispose of disposable packaging at their own cost. Multi-use 
shipping materials shall be made available to the purchaser on a loan basis; purchasers are obliged to return them in correct condition, 
i.e. without residue and damage; in the event of contamination or damage to the shipping materials the purchaser shall bear the repair 
costs or reimburse the value of the materials if they are rendered unusable. Returned transport packaging must be clean, free from 
foreign materials and sorted by different packaging materials. Failing this we shall be entitled to demand any additional costs incurred 
as a result of repair or disposal from the purchaser.

5 Impossibility
5.1 In the event that delivery/services become impossible, we shall be liable in the event of intent or gross negligence on behalf of Wemas 

GmbH, a representative or agent as per the legal stipulations. However, in the event of gross negligence our liability shall be limited to 
foreseeable damage typical to this type of agreement, insofar as none of the exceptional cases as per Section 5 of these terms and 
conditions have occurred. In all other cases our liability for compensation on the basis of impossibility and with regard to reimbursement 
of the lost expenses shall be limited to a total of 10% of the value of the delivery/service. Any further claims of the client on the basis of 
impossibility to deliver items/services shall be excluded. This restriction shall not apply in the event of liability as a result of intent, gross 
negligence or personal injury. This shall not affect the purchaser’s right to withdraw from the agreement.

6 Prices and payment
6.1 All prices are net prices ex warehouse or ex works excluding VAT, packaging, insurance and any other additional costs. All additional 

costs (e.g. shipment, insurance, export, transit, import or any other duties as well as certifications shall be borne by the purchaser. The 
purchaser shall also bear any type of taxes, duties, fees, etc. that have been incurred as a result of this agreement or the purchaser 
shall demand reimbursement from Wemas GmbH providing the corresponding certificates and receipts are made available, in the event 
that Wemas GmbH has been obliged to perform services. The purchaser shall particularly pay the VAT applicable on the day of delivery.

6.2 Price changes shall be permitted if more than six weeks lie between conclusion of the agreement and the agreed delivery date or the 
delivery is possible only after expiry of said six-week period and the purchaser is responsible for this. In the event that wages, material 
costs or common market entry prices subsequently increase by the time the delivery has been completed, we shall reserve the right to 
increase the agreed price as per the added costs to a reasonable extent. In the event of an increase, the purchaser shall have the right 
to withdraw from the agreement exclusively if the increase exceeds the general costs of living between conclusion of the agreement 
and delivery by an unreasonable amount.

6.3 The invoice amount shall be due immediately and it shall be payable as follows, unless agreed otherwise:
a) 8 days following the invoice date, 2 % cash discount
b) 30 days following the invoice date without any discount
6.4 In the event that the purchaser delays payment we shall be entitled to enforce the rights resulting from Article 288 German Civil Code 

(BGB).
6.5 Purchasers shall have the rights to set-off only if their counter claims are legally binding, undisputed and we have given our consent. 

Purchasers shall also be entitled to enforce a right to retention insofar as the counter claim is based on the same contractual relation-
ship.

6.6 In the event that we become aware of circumstances that question the purchaser’s creditworthiness we shall be authorised to demand 
advance payments or security deposits regardless of any further statutory claims.

6.7 We reserve the right to accept cheques and bills of exchange and these shall be valid as payment only following encashment. Any 
discount or bank expenses shall be borne by the purchaser.

6.8 The goods shall be delivered under reservation of proprietary rights as per the stipulations in these terms and conditions of business. 
Insofar as we agree payment of the purchase price owed on the basis of a cheque/bills of exchange with the purchaser, this reservation 
shall also apply to encashment of the bill of exchange we accepted from the purchaser and shall not expire upon credit of the cheque 
to our benefit.

7 Warranty
7.1 Purchaser warranty rights shall demand the purchaser has correctly complied with the requirements for examination and complaints as 

per Article 377 German Commercial Code (HGB).
7.2 The purchaser’s legal recourse claims shall apply insofar as the purchaser has not concluded any agreements with their customer 

beyond the legal claims for defects.
7.3 Insofar as we are responsible for a defect of the purchase item, we shall always be entitled to rework the item within an adequate period 

of four weeks, whereby the purchaser reserves the right to grant us an adequate period of less than four weeks, providing a minimum 
period of four weeks for reworking is unfeasible for the purchaser. In the event that reworking is unsuccessful, the purchaser shall be 
granted the legally prescribed claims and rights, subject to the following regulations. However, any claims by the purchaser relating to 
the expenses required for the purpose of reworking, in particular shipping, infrastructure, labour and material costs shall be excluded, 
providing the expenses increase because the object for delivery was completed in a location different to the place of fulfilment; unless 
the transfer corresponds to its intended use.

7.4 Claims for defects shall not be constituted only upon insignificant deviations from the agreed properties, in the event of only insigni-
ficant impairments of its usability, natural wear or damage after the transfer of risks resulting from incorrect or negligent treatment, 
excessive wear, unsuitable operating materials and/or due to extraordinary, external influences and/or which are not intended as per 
the agreement.

7.5 We shall not be held liable for material damage resulting from unspecified operating and maintenance instructions, non-permissible 
changes to the products or parts replacements and the use of unsuitable consumables, in the event that said materials and parts do not 
comply with the original specifications; any other regulations shall apply exclusively if the liability case is not a result of an aforementio-
ned and verifiable reason for exclusion.

7.6 Claims regarding liability for defects shall be in lapse after twelve months; this period shall start from the moment of risk transfer. The 
aforementioned stipulations shall not apply in the event that the legislation in accordance with Articles 438, Section 1, no. 2 (items for 
buildings), 479 (recourse claim) and 634 a (building defects) in the German Civil Code (BGB) specifies longer deadlines. They shall 
also not apply in the event of intent, malicious non-disclosure of a defect, in the event of personal injuries or infringements of personal 
freedom, in the event of claims resulting from product liability legislation, grossly negligent disregard of an obligation or in the event of 
an infringement of essential contractual agreements.

7.7 Our liability for defects is limited as follows:
7.7.1 In the event of intent or gross negligence on behalf of the retailer or a representative or agent we shall be liable only as per legal stipu-

lations. In any other case, we shall be liable as per product liability legislation, as a result of personal injury or due to a disadvantageous 
infringement of essential contractual obligations. However, the amount of compensation as a result of an infringement of essential 
contractual obligations is restricted to the foreseeable damage typical for this type of agreement. Our liability shall also be restricted to 
the foreseeable damage typical for this type of agreement in the event of gross negligence if none of the aforementioned exceptional 
cases apply.

7.7.2 However, liability for damage caused by the delivery item to legal property of the purchaser, e.g. damage to other items shall be fully 
excluded. This shall not apply in the event of intent or gross negligence or due to death or personal injury.

7.7.3 The stipulations of the aforementioned Sections 7.7.1 and 7.7.2 shall apply to compensation in addition to the services and compensa-
tion instead of services. They shall also apply to claims for replacement of futile expenditure.

7.7.4 The aforementioned limitation of liability shall not apply if the purchaser asserts compensation claims due to the assumption of a gu-
arantee for the availability of a property, unless the purpose of the guaranteed properties merely affects compliance with the agreement 
for the underlying delivery, yet not to the risk of consequential damage or other damage to property.

7.7.5 Changes to the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the purchaser shall not be linked to the aforementioned stipulations.

8 Overall liability
8.1 We exclude any further liability for compensation other than that defined in Sections 3, 5 and 7 - without consideration of the legal nature 

of the claim brought forward - in particular as a result of an infringement of contractual obligations and from prohibited actions.
8.2 The liability disclaimer as per the aforementioned Section 8.1 shall not apply to cases of intent, gross negligence as a result of death 

or personal injury, liability as per product liability legislation and culpable infringements of essential contractual obligations. However, 
claims for confirmations as a result of essential contractual obligations shall be restricted to the foreseeable damage typical to this type 
of agreement. In the event of gross negligence our liability shall also be limited to the damage typical to this type of agreement if none 
of the exceptions as per Paragraph 1 of this agreement apply.

8.3 Providing the liability is excluded or limited on our behalf, this also applies to the personal liability of employees, workers, team mem-
bers, representatives and agents.

9 Retention of title
9.1 The delivered goods remain the property of Wemas GmbH until the purchaser has made payment in full for all accounts receivables 

resulting from the mutual business relationship. Payment of individual accounts receivables as part of on-going invoices as well as the 
approval of the balance shall not affect the retention of title. Payment shall only be deemed complete as soon as the equivalent value 
is credited to our accounts.

9.2 In the event of contractual infringements on behalf of the purchaser, in particular delays in payment, we shall be entitled to withdraw the 
purchase item. The withdrawal of the purchase item on our behalf - also by seizure of the item - as well as issuing the demand to return 
the item constitute withdrawal from the agreement.

9.3 A seizure of the purchase item on our behalf always constitutes a withdrawal from the agreement. We shall be entitled to exploit the 
purchase item following withdrawal. The gains from exploitation shall be offset against the purchaser’s accounts payable, minus an 
adequate reimbursement for exploitation costs that were incurred in the process.

9.4 Purchasers shall be obliged to handle the purchase item with care and take out adequate fire, water and theft damage insurance to 
cover the original price of the item at their own costs. Purchasers shall perform any due maintenance and inspection work in due time 
at at their own costs.

9.5 In the event of seizure or any other intervention from third parties we shall be notified immediately to be able to file a suit as per Article 
771 German Civil Procedure Code (ZPO) or similar, foreign legal remedies. Insofar as the third party is unable to reimburse the judicial 
and extrajudicial costs of a suit as per Article 771 German Procedure Code (ZPO), the purchaser shall be liable to pay the resulting loss.

9.6 The purchaser shall have the right to resell goods subject to proviso agreements: however, the purchaser shall already and immedia-
tely transfer all accounts receivable amounting to the final invoice amount (including VAT) of our accounts receivables to which the 
purchaser is entitled to with regard to their purchasers or any third parties as a result of resale or any other legal reason, regardless of 
whether or not the purchase item has been sold on with or without having processed it. We shall accept the transfer. If the accounts 
receivables transferred to the purchaser of the proviso goods are integrated into an on-going invoice (current account), the transfer 
relates to the accepted balance of our contractual partner and, in the event of insolvency of the purchaser, to the available „causal 
balance” of our contractual partner. The purchaser shall remain entitled to retain these accounts receivable also following a transfer. 
This shall not affect the permission of Wemas GmbH to collect the accounts receivables themselves. However, we shall be obliged to 
not collect the accounts receivable as long as the purchaser meets the payment obligations with income received, there are no delays 
in payment and, in particular, there are no pending insolvency proceedings with regard to their assets or a suspension of payment has 
been enforced. However, if this is the case, we shall be entitled to demand the purchaser discloses the accounts receivable as well as 
the corresponding debtors, discloses all information required to collect the amount owed, hands over the associated documents and 
notifies debtors (third parties) of this transfer.

9.7 The proviso goods shall always be processed or converted for us by the purchaser without accounts payable arising from this. If the 
proviso goods are processed with other objects that do not belong to us, we shall also acquire shared ownership of the new item to 
the amount of the proviso goods’ value (final invoice amount including VAT) in relation to the other, processed objects at the time of 
processing. This shall also apply if the purchaser acquires sole ownership as a result of processing. The same provisions that apply to 
the item resulting from processing also apply to the goods supplied in proviso.

9.8 In the event that the proviso goods are mixed with other objects that do not belong to us and can consequently no longer be separated, 
we shall acquire shared ownership of the item in a relation equating to the value of the proviso goods (final invoice item including VAT) 
to the other, mixed objects at the time of mixing. If the mixing is performed in such a manner that the item of the purchaser can be 
regarded as the main item, the parties shall agree that the purchaser grants us shared ownership on a pro-rata basis. The purchaser 
shall manage the resulting sole ownership or shared ownership on our behalf.

9.9 We shall be obliged to release the securities we are entitled to upon request by the purchaser, providing that the value of the securities 
we are entitled to exceed the accounts receivable to be secured by more than 10%; we shall select the securities to be released.

10 Ownership of documents, forwarding
10.1 Wemas GmbH shall reserve the ownership and copyright of any illustrations, drawings, calculation data and any other documents 

we created; they must not be made accessible to third parties. This applies in particular to information, most of all written documents, 
specified as confidential; purchasers must obtain our explicit, written consent prior to forwarding this data.

11 Applicable legislation, place of jurisdiction, partial invalidity
11.1 The registered office of Wemas GmbH in Gütersloh, Germany, shall be the exclusive place of jurisdiction for all present and future 

claims resulting from the business relationship with companies, public, legal entities and special-purpose public assets, including 
accounts receivable from cheques and bills of exchange. However, we shall be entitled to file a law suit at the purchasers’ local courts.

11.2 Insofar as the order confirmation does not state otherwise, the place of fulfilment is the registered office of Wemas GmbH in Gütersloh.
11.3 The legal stipulations of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply to these business relationships and all legal relationships between 

Wemas GmbH and the purchaser. We exclude the application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale 
of Goods (CISG, dated 11 April 1980, on agreements on the international purchase of goods, BGBl 1989 II S 588, b.e.r. 1990 II, 1699).

11.4 In the event that a stipulation of these terms and conditions of retail, delivery and payment is rendered invalid in full or in part or in the 
event that these terms and conditions contain a gap, this does not affect the remaining stipulations herein. The contractual parties shall 
replace said stipulations with new stipulations that come as close as possible to to the original stipulation in a legal and economic sense.

(As at: May 2003)

WEMAS terms and conditions
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Sustainability and environmental protection
We are certified as per ISO 14001:2004 and this demonstrates 

our high demands to handling environmental protection respon-

sibly. Sustainability, preventing waste and optimising the energy 

balance are our declared objectives. Our certified returns system 

forms a vital part of this process. 

Our motivated employees with many years of experience and 

detailed sector expertise advise commercial businesses from our 

locations as well as on site.

WEMAS additionally supports trading field service representati-

ves as well as end customers as part of informative events and 

training sessions. In this process, we mainly communicate the re-

quirements to correct barrier technology in road traffic.

In addition to our German customers, we supply customers in a 

further 18 countries, particularly in Austria, Switzerland, Denmark, 

the Netherlands and Belgium. However, WEMAS is also the one 

to contact with regard to barrier technology in Poland, the Czech 

Republic and Slovenia.

Follow us and take a look at 
our quality products in this 
catalogue!

WEMAS in many European countries
WEMAS exclusively distributes its products via trade partners 

which we carefully select to establish long-term partnerships. 
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This catalogue uses the following symbols:

Certified as per directives by the Federal German Highway Research Institute (BASt)

Certified as per directives on German technical delivery terms (TL)

Individual colours available

BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

All dimensions and weight data in this catalogue are merely approximate.
Allow for deviations of +/- 5%.

Symbols
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WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps

Delineator lamps

Warning lamps

Strobe lamps

Advanced warning lamps

Accessories

6
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• Robust and shatterproof lamp housing with convenient carrying handle
• Economical with extremely long service life - tried and tested millions of 

times
• Robust electronics components that can be easily replaced
• Only one high-grade LED per light ring, consequently lower power con-

sumption than comparable lights
• Lamp is operated with two batteries and will consequently last twice as 

long compared with lamps operated with one battery
• Can also be operated with one battery without influencing the brightness of the 

lamp in operation
• Simple battery replacements without having to completely disassemble the 

lamp
• Automatic dusk setting and LED function display
• Switch between strobe/continuous light (strobe lamp not in accordance 

with regulations)
• Battery can be connected in any way using 3-way power consumption rail
• All components available as spare parts, can be replaced without the need 

for soldering
• 180 mm effective light output
• In compliance with EN 12352 - L6
• Blind lens fitted to the rear of the lamp in the event of one-sided use
• Certificate numbers: BASt U5-1698, BASt V4-27-2003, BASt V6-1899

TL-Future / Future D type warning and delineator lamp BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

Future type warning and delineator lamp (TL), LED, yellow, double-sided

Future type warning and delineator lamp (TL), LED, yellow, one-sided

Future (TL), LED, yellow, double-sided, incl. print

Future (TL), LED, yellow, one-sided, incl. print

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

303.019020.18.10

303.019020.18.33

303.019020.18.32

303.019020.18.34

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Available in many different 
housing colours.

Replace the batteries in  
a few, simple steps.

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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• Robust and shatterproof lamp housing with fitted eyelet on the lens
• Economical with extremely long service life - tried and tested millions of 

times
• Robust electronics components that can be easily replaced
• Merely one, high-grade LED per direction and consequently a lower energy 

consumption in contrast to comparable lamps (yellow lens)
• Lamp with red lens as per German technical delivery terms (TL) exclusi-

vely available as one-sided model, resulting in a lower energy consumption 
compared with double-sided lamps

• Lamp is operated with two batteries and will consequently last twice as 
long compared with lamps operated with one battery

• Can also be operated with one battery without influencing the brightness of 
the lamp in operation

• Simple battery replacements without having to completely disassemble the 
lamp

• Automatic dusk setting and LED function display
• Switch between strobe/continuous light (strobe lamp not in accordance 

with regulations)
• Supplied with fitted lamp mount
• Battery can be connected in any way using 3-way power consumption rail
• All components available as spare parts, can be replaced without the need 

for soldering
• 180 mm effective light output
• In compliance with EN 12352 - L6
• Blind lens fitted to the rear of the lamp in the event of one-sided use

TL-2000/180 type warning lamp BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

Future type warning lamp (TL), LED, red, one-sided

Future type warning lamp, LED, red, double-sided

Future type warning lamp (TL), LED, red, one-sided, including print

Future type warning lamp, LED, red, double-sided, including print

Future D type delineator light (TL), LED, yellow, double-sided

Future D type delineator light (TL), LED, yellow, one-sided

Future D type delineator light (TL), LED, yellow, double-sided, incll. print

Future D type delineator light (TL), LED, yellow, one-sided, with print

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

1,26 kg

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm
 
220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

303.019020.18.24

303.019020.18.40

303.019020.18.44

303.019020.18.41

303.019120.18.30

303.019120.18.33

303.019120.18.32

303.019120.18.34

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Supplied as standard without lamp mount, which is available as an accessory.

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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• Robust and shatterproof lamp housing
• Low energy consumption (high-grade LED) and consequently long opera-

ting period
• Automatic dusk function and LED function display
• Power supplied via a cable with device plug for battery or battery box
• Single or double-sided light output
• Anti-theft properties and tried-and-tested screw connection on the deline-

ator
• Matches and has been certified for all tested delineator systems
• 180 mm effective light output
• As per EN 12352 - L6

TL-4000 type delineator light BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

Spare parts: see p. 111

4000 type delineator light (TL), LED, yellow, 
double-sided

one-sided

0,68 kg

0,68 kg

220x78x278 mm

220x78x278 mm

303.021020.18.11

303.021021.18.11

12 units

12 units

Item number Product description                                                       Dimensions Weight          Pack. unit    Certificate

BASt U5-1798,  
BASt V4-30-2003

BASt V4-31-2003

TL-2000 type warning lamp, 180 mm, LED, 
yellow, double-sided

TL-2000 type warning lamp, 180 mm, LED, 
yellow, double-sided, including print

2000 type warning lamp (TL), 180 mm, LED, red, 
one-sided

2000 type warning lamp (TL), 180 mm, LED, red, 
one-sided, including print

1,16 kg

1,16 kg

1,16 kg

1,16 kg

220x120x360 mm

220x120x360 mm

220x120x360 mm

220x120x360 mm

303.017020.18.10

303.017022.18.10

303.017020.18.22

303.017022.18.22

12 units

12 units

12 units

12 units
.

Item number Product description                                                      Dimensions Weight          Pack. unit    Certificate

BASt V4-126-2003,  
BASt V6-6398

BASt V4-126-2003,  
BASt V6-6398

BASt V4-125-2003

BASt V4-125-2003

TL-2000/180 type warning lamp (continued from p. 8)

Simple and fast battery 
replacements.

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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Future type LED strobe lamp

• Robust and shatterproof lamp housing with convenient carrying handle
• Can be switched on and off using the external, splash-proof switch
• Economical with extremely long service life
• Robust electronics components that can be easily replaced
• Low energy consumption (high-grade LED) and consequently long opera-

ting period
• Simple battery replacements without having to completely disassemble 

the lamp
• Battery can be connected in any way using 3-way power consumption rail
• All components available as spare parts, can be replaced without the 

need for soldering
• Blind lens fitted to the rear of the lamp in the event of one-sided use
• 180 mm effective light output
• Housing colour: bright red with „Blitz“ print in white

Future-LED type strobe lamp, LED, yellow, double-sided

Future-LED type strobe lamp, LED, yellow, one-sided

1,2 kg

1,2 kg

220x120x375 mm

220x120x375 mm

303.019031.18.11

303.019031.18.10

12 units

12 units

Item number          Product description              Dimensions                Weight Pack. unit    

2000/160 type warning lamp, yellow housing, 160 mm, yellow, double-sided

2000/160 type warning lamp, yellow housing, 160 mm, red, double-sided

yellow housing, 160 mm, red/white, double-sided

0,87 kg

0,87 kg

0,87 kg

185x110x340 mm

185x110x340 mm

185x110x340 mm

303.017020.16.10

303.017020.16.20

303.017021.16.20

12 units

12 units

12 units

Item number    Product description                                Dimensions                Weight Pack. unit    

2000/160 type warning lamp

• Robust lamp housing with fitted eyelet on the lens
• Low power consumption due to long-life LEDs
• Can also be operated with one battery without influencing the brightness 

of the lamp in operation
• Automatic dusk setting
• Switch between strobe/continuous light
• Supplied with fitted lamp mount
• Battery can be connected in any way using 3-way power consumption rail
• The respective regulations of states have to be observed

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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6000 type advance warning lamp

• Robust and shatterproof lamp housing
• Automatic day/night dimming function
• 5 m connecting cable with battery terminals
• 340 mm effective light output
• Supplied without clamp

6000 type advance warning light, Ø 340 mm, halogen, 12-24 V

6000 type advance warning light, Ø 340 mm, LED, 12-24 V

Ø 340 mm, xenon strobe lamp, 12-24 V

2,1 kg

2,9 kg

2,3 kg

Ø 340x210 mm

Ø 340x210 mm

Ø 340x210 mm

303.023011.34.10

303.023011.34.11

303.023031.34.10

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number          Product description               Dimensions                Weight Pack. unit    

Accessories

Lamp key, yellow (Fig.1)

Lamp tool, red (Fig.2)

Lamp mount consisting of a threaded plate, U-bracket, nuts and accesso-
ries for its attachment (Fig.3)

Anti-twist element consisting of two U-bracket units including four nuts 
(Fig.4)

0,025 kg

0,045 kg

0,275 kg

0,162 kg

66x19x87 mm

85x29x33 mm

87x27x110 mm

     —

303.030001.00.00

303.030002.00.00

900.019017.00.00

900.019017.00.20

25 units

25 units

10 units

10 units

Item number         Product description              Dimensions              Weight         Pack. unit    

Optionally available with fitted lamp mount.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 4
Prevents pins on barriers and safety 
barriers from tearing.

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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• Robust lamp housing with fitted eyelet on the lens
• Low power consumption due to long-life LEDs
• Operated with one battery without influencing the brightness
• Automatic dusk setting
• Switch between strobe / continuous light
• Supplied with fitted lamp mount
• Battery can be connected in any way using 3-way power consumption rail

Warning lamp 1000/BS LED

Warning lamp 1000/BS LED, yellow

Warning lamp 1000/BS LED, red

1,00kg

1,00 kg

120x180x340 mm

120x180x340 mm

303.016020.15.10

303.016020.15.20

12 units

12 units

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Replace the batteries in a few, simple steps.

WEMAS warning- and delineator-lamps
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WEMAS batteries

Zinc-carbon batteries

Air cells

Accessories

 

13
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4R25 zinc-carbon battery

• 6V 7Ah compound battery for warning lamps
• Contains no mercury or cadmium
• High capacity
• Long service life, long shelf life

6V 7Ah 4R25 zinc-carbon battery

Item number              Product description                Dimensions                  Weight               Pack. unit    

0,47 kg67x67x114 mm 24/1008 units304.036001.00.00

Air cells

• 6V permanent battery for warning lamps
• Contains no mercury or cadmium
• Battery activated by draughts
• Alkaline air cells are also suitable for temperatures below 0°C, resistant to 

cold up to -25°C
• Particularly long operating times

Battery tester for 4R25 6V 7Ah (zinc-carbon) battery (Fig.1)

Universal battery box (Fig.2)

Item number              Product description                         Dimensions        Weight                Pack. unit    

0,12 kg

0,27 kg

76x76x75 mm

160x75x140 mm

304.040000.00.00

304.039000.00.00

1 unit

60 units

6V 50Ah air cell (Fig.1)

6V 120Ah air cell (Fig.2)

Item number             Product description                 Dimensions                  Weight               Pack. unit    

0,73 kg

2,2 kg

67x67x114 mm

160x75x130 mm

12/1056 units

6/480 units

304.037001.00.01

304.037003.00.00

Battery accessories

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

WEMAS batteries
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WEMAS delineators

Reversible delineators (TL)

Delineators (TL)

Folding delineators (TL)

Delineators for export
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Future Reflex reversible delineator (TL)

WEMAS delineators

• Certified by BASt as per technical terms of delivery V4-02/2013 for deline-
ators

• Certified with FUTURE delineator lamp (TL) and MB-TL 92 base plates 
(TL)

• Reversible delineator with excellent visibility characteristics by patented 
corrugated profile - clearly visible even at an acute irradiation angle

• Retro-reflection up to 160°
• Features a layer of the latest generation of reflective film applied as arrow 

film (PF) in reflection category RA2/B (visible film dimensions 
   1000 x 250 mm)
• Delineator universally suitable - no dual storage required with arrow film
• FUTURE REFLEX reversible delineator with arrow film, changes the 

indicated direction when reversed
• Extremely robust and light delineator body with film protection and handle 

edge
• Anti-slip coating, can be stacked using extra large stacking nipples
• 100% recyclable as per German recycling management directive (KrWG)
• Swivel adapter can be replaced easily to ensure a long service life
• Swivel adapter with protective edge to prevent dirt and moisture from 

penetrating the latching mechanism
• Storage and transport rack available separately
• Simple assembly of the delineator light (TL) on the upper swivel adapter 

of the delineator

Swivel adapters can be quickly replaced and the protective ring protects the latching mechanism.

When floodlit, the patented, corrugated surface profile reflects much more clearly, 
even from an acute irradiation angle. Even diagonal and parallel light is refracted  
and the reflection angle is much wider, bringing safety with increased visibility.

BASt
geprüft
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FUTURE Reflex reversible delineator (TL), RA2/B 
film, one-sided, arrow film (PF)

pointing towards the left and right, arrow film (PF)

pointing towards the right and the right, arrow film 
(PF)

4,9 kg

4,9 kg

4,9 kg

302.605075.01.02

302.605075.00.02

302.605075.02.02

60 units

60 units

60 units

V4-02/2013

V4-02/2013

V4-02/2013

Item number         Product description                                                         Dimensions     Weight            Pack. unit          Certificate

1290x308x70 mm

1290x308x70 mm

1290x308x70 mm

Arrow film (PF)

Assembled in no time: the delineator lamp (TL) fits on the upper swivel adapter of the delineator.

WEMAS delineators
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D Future type delineator (TL)

• Certified by BASt as per directives for delineators (TL)
• Certificate no.: BASt 02 2K 15 (B, Z) 92, BASt 02 2K 07,08 (A), 30/31/33, 

50-56, 90/91 (certified system, all variants included)
• Certified with FUTURE delineator lamp (TL) and MB-TL 92 base plate (TL) 

(also compatible with base plates from other manufacturers)
• Robust delineator body with film protection and handle edge
• Anti-slip coating, can be stacked using stacking nipples
• 100% recyclable as per German recycling management directive (KrWG)
• Replaceable swivel adapter ensures a long service life
• Internally reinforced lamp socket, 40x40 mm
• Simple assembly of the Future delineator light (TL) on the lamp socket
• Swivel adapter with protective edge to prevent dirt and moisture from 

penetrating the latching mechanism
• With stripes or arrow film (SF + PF), available in reflection categories 

RA1/A or RA2/B (film dimensions 1000x250 mm)
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Logo as film print.

BASt
geprüft

Delineators also available in various colors.

WEMAS delineators
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3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

3,88 kg

302.605031.00.01

302.605032.00.01

302.605033.00.01

302.605034.00.01

302.605031.00.02

302.605032.00.02

302.605033.00.02

302.605034.00.02

302.605031.00.11

302.605032.00.11

302.605033.00.11

302.605034.00.11

302.605031.00.12

302.605032.00.12

302.605033.00.12

302.605034.00.12

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

Item number              Product description                          Dimensions        Weight               Pack. unit    

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

1320x295x55 mm

Stripe film (SF)
D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
left, SF, VZ 605-10

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
right, SF, VZ 605-20

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
right and right, SF, VZ 605-42

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
left, SF, VZ 605-10

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
right, SF, VZ 605-20

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
right and right, SF, VZ 605-42

Arrow film (PF)

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
left, PF, VZ 605-10

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
right, PF, VZ 605-20

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA1/A film - pointing towards the 
left and right, PF, VZ 605-42

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
left, PF, VZ 605-10

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
right, PF, VZ 605-20

D FUTURE type delineator (TL), RA2/B film - pointing towards the 
left and right, PF, VZ 605-42

WEMAS delineators
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750 type folding delineator (TL)

• Certified by BASt as per directives for delineators (TL)
• Certificate no.: BASt V4-58/2008 (tested system, all variants included)
• Robust, double-walled, white delineator body with edge to protect the film
• Carrying handle on the delineator body and the base plate to facilitate easy 

transportation and moving
• Two, highly resistant and long-life snap-in hinges to firmly secure it in 

storage or operation position
• High-grade base plate made of black, recycled material
• Anti-slip layer and stable position with ideally arranged elastomer plugs
• With stripes or arrow film (SF + PF), available in reflection category RA1/A 

or RA2/B
• Storage and transport rack available separately

 14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

14,3 kg

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

5/15 u.

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

1250x310x50 mm

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-42

Arrow film (PF)

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-42

Stripe film (SF)
302.605081.00.01

302.605084.00.01

302.605081.00.02

302.605084.00.02

302.605091.01.01

302.605094.01.11

302.605091.01.02

302.605094.01.12

Storage and transport rack 
for 15 folding delineators.

Robust snap-in hinges 
guarantee elements are 
securely locked in place.

Item number             Product description                                    Dimensions               Weight           Pack. unit    

BASt
geprüft

WEMAS delineators
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40 type export delineator

• Socket and lamp socket, 40x40 mm without bore
• Robust delineator body with film protection and handle edge
• Anti-slip coating, can be stacked using stacking nipples
• With stripes or arrow film (SF + PF), available in reflection category RA1/A 

or RA2/B (film dimensions 1000x250 mm)
• Standard variant with continuous support tube
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Item number        Product description                                 Dimensions            Weight           Pack. unit    

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

3,6 kg

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

1290x295x50 mm

302.605011.00.00

302.605012.00.00

302.605013.00.00

302.605014.00.00

302.605011.01.02

302.605012.01.02

302.605013.01.02

302.605014.01.02

302.605015.00.01

302.605015.04.01

302.605015.00.02

302.605015.04.02

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

75 units

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left, SF, VZ 605-10

RA1/A film - pointing towards the right, SF, VZ 605-20

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left, SF, VZ 605-10

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right, SF, VZ 605-20

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right and right, SF, VZ 605-42

Arrow film (PF)

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the right and right, PF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right and right, PF, VZ 605-42

Stripe film (SF)

WEMAS delineators
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• With 60x60 mm socket and lamp socket, Ø 42 mm, without bores
• Robust delineator body with film protection and handle edge
• Anti-slip coating, can be stacked using stacking nipples
• With stripes or arrow film (SF + PF), available in reflection category RA1/A 

or RA2/B (film dimensions 1000x250 mm)
• Standard variant without continuous support tube
• Storage and transport rack available separately

60 type export delineator

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

2,6 kg

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

1290x290x60 mm

302.605051.00.00

302.605052.00.00

302.605053.00.00

302.605054.00.00

302.605051.00.02

302.605052.00.02

302.605053.00.02

302.605054.00.02

302.605055.03.01

302.605055.06.01

302.605055.03.02

302.605055.06.02

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

60 units

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left, SF, VZ 605-10

RA1/A film - pointing towards the right, SF, VZ 605-20

RA1/A film - pointing towards the right and right, SF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, SF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left, SF, VZ 605-10

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right, SF, VZ 605-20

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right and right, SF, VZ 605-42

Arrow film (PF)

RA1/A film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA1/A film - pointing towards the right and right, PF, VZ 605-42

RA2/B film - pointing towards the left and right, PF, VZ 605-40

RA2/B film - pointing towards the right and right, PF, VZ 605-42

Stripe film (SF)
Item number         Product description                                 Dimensions              Weight         Pack. unit    

WEMAS delineators
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• With double 60x60 mm socket, turnable
• Robust delineator body with film protection and handle edge
• Anti-slip coating, can be stacked using stacking nipples
• With stripes or arrow fim (SF + PF), available in reflection category RA1/A 

or RA2/B (film dimensions 1000x250 mm)
• Standard variant without continuous support tube
• Storage and transport rack available separately

60 type export reversible delineator

Also available in many further different colors.

WEMAS delineators
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WEMAS base plates

Delineator base plates (TL)

Base plates (TL) (erection aids (TL))

Hoarding bases

Export base plates

Special-purpose variants

Accessories

24
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•  BASt certificate number 92
• Including external swivel adapter part, integrated battery component, two 

carrying handles
• Particularly stable and with anti-slip layer
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 1 x 60x60 mm, 3 x 40x40 mm, Ø 42 mm (combined slot), swivel 

adapter
• Approved for delineators (TL), barriers for longitudinal/transverse closures, 

road signs
• Certified with erection aid (TL), weight category K1
• Storage and transport rack available separately

MB-TL 92 type delineator base plates (TL)

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

MB-TL 92 type delineator base plate (TL)

MB-TL 92 type embossed delineator base plate (TL)

Item number               Product description                      Dimensions       Weight                  Pack. unit    

30 kg

30 kg

800x400x120 mm

800x400x120 mm

301.001010.00.00

301.001011.00.00

36 units

36 units

K1 type base plates (TL)

• Two carrying handles
• Particularly stable and with anti-slip layer
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 2 x 60x60 mm, 3 x 40x40 mm/Ø 42 mm (combined slot)
• Certified with erection aid (TL), weight category K1
• Storage and transport rack available separately
• Not suitable for delineators

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

K1 type base plate (TL)

K1 type embossed base plate (TL)

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions      Weight                  Pack. unit    

30 kg

30 kg

800x400x120 mm

800x400x120 mm

301.001020.00.00

301.001021.00.01

36 units

36 units

BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

TL
geprüft

WEMAS base plates
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90/91 type delineator base plates (TL)

Erection aids (TL) K1 type base plate cases

•  Carrying handles and two handle recesses
• Particularly stable and with anti-slip layer
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 1 x 60x60 mm, 5 x 40x40 mm/Ø 42 mm (combined slot)
• Certified with erection aid (TL), weight category K1
• Storage and transport rack available separately

•  BASt certificate number 90/91
• Integrated battery compartment, two carrying handles
• Particularly stable and with anti-slip layer
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 1 x 60x60 mm, 3 x 40x40 mm/Ø 42 mm (combined slot)
• Certified with erection aid (TL), weight category K1

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

90/91 type delineator base plate (TL)

90/91 type embossed delineator base plate (TL)

Item number             Product description                    Dimensions           Weight                  Pack. unit    

30 kg

30 kg

880x450x120 mm

880x450x120 mm

301.002010.90.00

301.002020.91.00

36 units

36 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

K1 type base plate case

K1 type embossed base plate case

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

36 kg

36 kg

800x400x120 mm

800x400x120 mm

301.003010.00.00

301.003011.00.00

36 units

36 units

TL
geprüft

BASt
geprüft

TL
geprüft

WEMAS base plates
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• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 4 x Ø 42 mm, 1x60x60 mm

Type 1 hoarding base plates

Type 1 hoarding base plate

Type 1 embossed hoarding base plate

Item number             Product description                    Dimensions       Weight                  Pack. unit    

25 kg

25 kg

695x240x145 mm

695x240x145 mm

301.001049.00.00

301.001049.00.01

50 units

50 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

• Maximum stability with longer support areas
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 6 x Ø 42 mm
• Easy to handle with two, lateral and freely accessible carrying handles

Type 2 hoarding base plates

Type 2 hoarding base plate

Type 2 embossed hoarding base plate

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions      Weight                  Pack. unit    

28 kg 

28 kg

860x240x165 mm

860x240x165 mm

301.001044.00.00

301.001045.00.00

50 units

50 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

WEMAS base plates
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Q 400 base plates

• 400x400 mm, approximately 75 mm in height
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Various slots possible

Q 400 base plate, 40x40 mm slots

Q 400 base plate, 60x60 mm slots

Q 400 base plate, Ø 62 mm slots

Item number             Product description                    Dimensions         Weight                   Pack. unit    

10 kg

10 kg

10 kg

400x400x75 mm

400x400x75 mm

400x400x75 mm

301.001023.40.40

301.001023.60.60

301.001023.62.00

60 units

60 units

60 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

• Various slots possible

R 450 base plates

• Diameter approximately 450 mm, approximately 100 mm in height
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Various slots possible

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

R 450 base plate, 40x40 mm slots

R 450 base plate, 60x60 mm slots

R 450 base plate, 62 mm slot diameter

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

15 kg

15 kg

15 kg

Ø 450x120 mm
 
Ø 450x120 mm

Ø 450x120 mm

301.004010.40.40

301.004011.60.60

301.004012.62.00

60 units

60 units

60 units

R 500 base plates

• Diameter approximately 500 mm, approximately 140 mm in height
• Shatterproof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 1 x 60x60 mm, 2 x 40x40 mm/Ø 42 mm (combined slot), 
    2 x Ø 42 mm

R 500 base plate

R 500 embossed base plate

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

25 kg

25 kg

Ø 500x120 mm
 
Ø 500x120 mm

301.004020.00.00

301.004021.00.00

36 units

36 units

WEMAS base plates
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Base plate accessories

External swivel adapter part to connect to the base plate, 60x60 mm (Fig.1)

Short, external swivel adapter part to connect to the base plate, 60x60 mm (Fig.2)

Tube sleeve to connect to the base plate, 60x60 mm, tube connection,
40x40 mm, Ø 42 mm (Fig.3)

Transport trolley for base plates (Fig.4)

Universal transport trolley for base plates and traffic cones (Fig.5)

Item number             Product description                       Weight                  Pack. unit    

302.605000.00.01 

302.605000.00.11

390.060001.00.00

301.002100.00.00

390.900010.00.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

0,1 kg

0,1 kg

0,1 kg

6,4 kg

17,5 kg

Fig. 4

Fig. 3Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 5

WEMAS base plates
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• Two carrying handles, particulary stable and with anti-slip layer, shatter-
proof, can be stacked, restistant to oil, frost and salt

• Slots: 1x 60x60 mm, 3x Ø 42 mm (combined slot), 1x40x80 mm (Cross), 
1x Ø 49 mm, storage and transport rack available separately

Export base plates

Export base plate

Export embossed base plate

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

28 kg

28 kg

800x400x120 mm

800x400x120 mm

301.001020.00.01

301.001021.00.01

50 units

50 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

• Two carrying handles, particulary stable and with anti-slip layer, shatter-
proof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt

• Slots: 2x 60x60 mm, 2x Ø 42 mm (combined slot), 1x Ø 49 mm, slot for 
SE-delineator, storage and transport rack available separately

Export light base plates

Export light base plate

Export light embossed base plate

Item number             Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

18 kg 

18 kg 

595x395x125 mm

595x395x125 mm

301.001063.00.00

301.001063.10.00

40 units

40 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

WEMAS base plates
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• One carrying handle, particulary stable and with anti-slip layer, shatter-
proof, can be stacked, resistant to oil, frost and salt

• Slots: 1x 60x60 mm, 2x Ø 42 mm (combined slot), 1x swivel adapter

Type 75 base plates

1 type hoarding base plate

1 type embossed hoarding base plate

Item number              Product description                     Dimensions     Weight                  Pack. unit    

25 kg

25 kg

695x240x145 mm

695x240x145 mm

301.008000.00.00

301.008001.00.00

50 units

50 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

• Two carrying handles, particulary stable and with anti-slip layer
• Shatterproof, can be stacked
• Resistant to oil, frost and salt
• Slots: 1x 60x60 mm, slot for SE-delineator

Scandinavia base plates

Scandinavia base plate

Scandinavia embossed hoarding base plate

Item number              Product description                     Dimensions      Weight                  Pack. unit    

16 kg

16 kg

800x240x110 mm

800x240x110 mm

301.001065.00.00

301.001065.10.01

40 units

40 units

Returns subject to a charge as per waste disposal system, on request.

WEMAS base plates
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WEMAS safety barriers

Reflex safety barriers (TL)

Future safety barriers (TL)
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Reflex safety barriers (TL)

• Reflex safety barriers are considerably more visible thanks to their 
patented corrugated profile - they are even perfectly visible from acute 
irradiation angles

• Features a layer of the latest generation of reflective film
• Tested and approved according to Type 97 safety barriers (TL)  

and ZTV-SA
• Retro-reflection up to 160°
• Made of HDPE, UV-stabilised
• Variant with fixed, semi-blown lamp sockets
• For use with base plates (TL)
• Highly resistant thanks to corrugated Reflex structure
• Connecting clips made of shatterproof plastic
• Continuous insertion tubes, Ø 42 mm, made of galvanised steel
• Integrated locking plugs to protect insertion tubes
• Centrally arranged, ergonomic carrying handle
• No electrical voltage transfer as per DIN VDE 0681
• Mandatory for excavations from a depth of 1.25 m
• Stable plastic body with edge to protect the film
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Push back the robust, shatterproof 
connecting clip to lock it in place.

Replacement pins and associated at-
tachment materials are available in the 
event the lamp sockets are damaged.

Locking plug prevents damage to the 
insertion tubes.

WEMAS Reflex safety barriers - a quantum leap in 
securing working environments.

TL
geprüft

Embossing in the labelling field.Individual marking plate.Sticker in labelling field.

WEMAS safety barriers
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Future safety barriers (TL)

• Tested and approved according to Type 97 safety barriers (TL)  
and ZTV-SA

• Made of HDPE, UV-stabilised
• Standard colour: white
• Variant with fixed, semi-blown lamp sockets
• For use with base plates (TL)
• Connecting clips made of shatterproof plastic
• Continuous insertion tubes, Ø 42 mm, made of galvanised steel
• Integrated locking plugs to protect insertion tubes
• Centrally arranged, ergonomic carrying handle
• No electrical voltage transfer as per DIN VDE 0681
• Mandatory for excavations from a depth of 1.25 m
• Stable plastic body with edge to protect the film
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Push back the robust, shatterproof 
connecting clip to lock it in place.

Spare parts: replacement pin with 
associated attachment materials.

Locking plug prevents damage to the 
insertion tubes.

Embossing in labelling field.Individual marking plate.Sticker in labelling field. Film print.

TL
geprüft

Also available in many further colors.

WEMAS safety barriers
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Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA1/A

Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA1/A, 
with film print

Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA1/A, 
with labelling plate

Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA2/B

Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA2/B, 
with film print

Future safety barriers (TL), 1.6 m, film type RA2/B, 
with labelling plate

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA1/A

Future embossed safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m,
film type RA1/A

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA1/A, 
with film print

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA1/A, 
with labelling plate

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA2/B

Future embossed safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, 
film type RA2/B

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA2/B, 
with film print

Future safety barriers (TL), 2.0 m, film type RA2/B, 
with labelling plate

Item number Product description Dimensions                   Weight        Pack. unit      Certificate

14 kg

14 kg

14 kg

14 kg

14 kg

14 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

16,5 kg

1750x1110x50 mm

1750x1110x50 mm

1750x1110x50 mm

1750x1110x50 mm

1750x1110x50 mm

1750x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

2150x1110x50 mm

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

20/02 K

305.460431.16.01

305.460431.17.01

305.460431.18.01

305.460431.16.02

305.460431.17.02

305.460431.18.02

305.460432.20.01

305.460432.21.10

305.460432.21.01

305.460432.23.01

305.460432.20.02

305.460432.21.13

305.460432.21.02

305.460432.23.02

Supplied without base plates and warning lamps

WEMAS safety barriers



WEMAS barriers

Barriers (TL)

Barrier shaft tubes (TL)

Barrier stands
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Barriers (TL)

• Tested and approved in accordance with type 97 barriers (TL)  
and ZTV-SA

• Made of galvanised steel panels with UVV edge (as per accident  
prevention regulations)

• Features bores for lamp mounts
• 100 mm or 250 mm in height (film dimensions)

TL
geprüft

Barrier (TL), 1600x100 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 1600x100 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

Barrier (TL), 2000x100 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 2000x100 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

Barrier (TL), 2400x100 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 2400x100 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

Barrier (TL); 1600x250 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 1600x250 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

Barrier (TL), 2000x250 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 2000x250 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

Barrier (TL), 2400x250 mm, profiled film type RA1/A

Barrier (TL), 2400x250 mm, profiled film type RA2/B

3,65 kg

3,65 kg

4,2 kg

4,2 kg

4,8 kg

4,8 kg

5,0 kg

5,0 kg

5,9 kg

5,9 kg

6,8 kg

6,8 kg

305.060011.16.01

305.060011.16.02

305.060012.20.01

305.060012.20.02

305.060014.24.01

305.060014.24.02

305.060031.16.11

305.060031.16.12

305.060032.20.11

305.060032.20.12

305.060034.24.11

305.060034.24.12

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

25 units

18/02

18/02

19/02

19/02

20/02

20/02

18/02

18/02

19/02

19/02

20/02

20/02

Item number                     Product description                                                                    Dimensions                    Weight         Pack. unit    Certificate

1680x30x140 mm

1680x30x140 mm

2080x30x140 mm

2080x30x140 mm

2480x30x140 mm

2480x30x140 mm

1680x30x290 mm

1680x30x290 mm

2080x30x290 mm

2080x30x290 mm

2480x30x290 mm

2480x30x290 mm

WEMAS barriers
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Barrier stands

• For attaching barriers
• Made of galvanised steel
• With two steel tabs

Barrier shaft tubes (TL)

• In accordance with type 97 erection aids (TL)
• For attaching barriers
• Made of galvanised hollow steel profiles, 40x40 mm, for insertion in 

base plates (TL)
• With plastic tabs

Type A2 barrier shaft tube (TL) with two plastic tabs

Type A4 barrier shaft tube (TL) with four plastic tabs

2,06 kg

2,28 kg

1100x130x80 mm

1100x130x80 mm

305.053001.00.00

305.053002.00.00

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. Unit

Barrier stand, galvanised 3,1 kg905x140x1050 mm308.051002.00.00 1 unit

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. Unit

TL
geprüft

WEMAS barriers



WEMAS protective barriers

Barriers

Manhole barriers

Crowd control barriers

Safety fencing
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Barriers

• Tested and approved with type 97 type safety barriers and ZTV-SA when 
assembled using two K1 base plates

• Certificate number: 1GA 0303/06 (applies to all variants)
• Made of HDPE, UV-stabilised
• Standard colour: white
• Variant with fixed, semi-blown sockets
• Swivelling feet for fast and easy assembly
• Hooks and eyelet connections as standard, can also be used as corner 

connectors
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Barrier, 1.6 m, film type RA1/A

Barrier, 1.6 m, film type RA2/B

Barrier, 2.0 m, film type RA1/A

Barrier, 2.0 m, film type RA2/B

Adapter for base plate, Ø 42 mm

15,5 kg

15,5 kg

17 kg

17 kg

0,43 kg

305.560433.16.01

305.560433.16.02

305.560433.20.01

305.560433.20.02

900.560000.00.20

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

1760x1090x50 mm

1760x1090x50 mm

2105x1090x50 mm

2105x1090x50 mm

320x50x50 mm

Export barriers

• Made of HDPE, UV-stabilised
• Standard colour: white
• Swivelling feet for fast and easy assembly
• Hooks and eyelet connections as standard, can also be used as corner 

connectors
• Storage and transport rack available separately

Export barrier, 2.0 m, film type RA1/A, at the top only

Adapter for base plate, Ø 42 mm

16 kg

0,43 kg

305.560432.20.01

900.560000.00.20

10 units

10 units

2105x1015x50 mm

320x50x50 mm

The corresponding adapter will 
also allow to use the barriers with 
base plates. Adapter for base plates.

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight Pack. Unit

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight Pack. Unit

TL
geprüft

Also available in many further colors.

WEMAS protective barriers
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Rapid assembly manhole barrier

• Please observe type 97 type erection aids (TL)
• Made of HDPE, UV-stabilised
• Quick and easy to handle
• For short-term working environments
• Consisting of four elements with hooks and eyelet connection
• No electrical voltage transfer as per DIN VDE 0681

film type RA1/A, set of four elements

Rapid assembly manhole barrier, film type RA1/A, 
individual element

film type RA2/B, set of four elements

Rapid assembly manhole barrier, film type RA2/B, 
individual element

38,4 kg

9,6 kg

38,4 kg

9,6 kg

308.049111.00.01

308.049110.00.01

308.049111.00.02

308.049110.00.02

1 Stck.

1 Stck.

1 Stck.

1 Stck.

45/05

 —

45/05

 —

Item number                           Product description                                                          Dimensions                     Weight           Pack. unit     Certificate

1330x1035x140 mm

1330x1035x35 mm

1330x1035x140 mm

1330x1035x35 mm

Steel manhole barrier, 1000x1000 mm

Steel manhole barrier, 1500x1500 mm

Steel manhole barrier, 2000x2000 mm

33 kg

45,5 kg

58 kg

308.049101.00.00

308.049102.00.00

308.049103.00.00

10 units

10 units

10 units

44/05

43/05

42/05

Item number                           Product description                                                          Dimensions                    Weight            Pack. unit     Certificate

1110x1010x85 mm

1610x1010x85 mm

2110x1010x85 mm

Steel manhole barriers

• Made of galvanised steel sheets
• Please observe type 97 type erection aids (TL)
• Consisting of four elements, two of which fold away
• For short-term working environments
• With RA1/A film

WEMAS protective barriers
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Crowd control barriers

• Made of galvanised steel tube
• With hook connectors and replaceable feet
• External tubes: Ø 32 mm, rods: Ø 16 mm
• Robust labelling field to label your property

galvanised, 2000x1000 mm with 13 rods

galvanised, 2400x1000 mm with 15 rods

14 kg

22,5 kg

2000x1200x35 mm

2400x1200x35 mm

10 units

10 units

308.048101.00.00

308.048102.00.00

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight Pack. Unit

Plastic safety fencing

• Made of thermoplastic polymer, highly tear-resistant
• Colour: orange
• Euromesh 024

Plastic safety fencing (Euromesh 024)

Barrier/warning tape holder with safety loop

6 kg

1,2 kg

50x1 m

1200x120x14 mm

1 unit

20 units

390.055001.00.00

308.082001.14.00

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight Pack. Unit

Figure approximate.

WEMAS protective barriers



WEMAS storage and transport racks

For delineators

For folding delineators

For safety barriers

For barriers

For base plates
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Storage and transport rack for delineators 55 kg1590x1100x1100 mm302.605000.00.00 1 unit

Storage and transport racks for delineators

• Made of steel, galvanised, can be stacked
• To save space when storing delineators from different manufacturers
• Quick and easy assembly

Capacity:
80 x Future S delineator
72 x Future D delineator
68 x 60 type delineator

Storage and transport rack for 5 folding delineators, (Fig.3)

Storage and transport rack for 15 folding delineators, (Fig.1)

Storage and transport rack for 30 folding delineators, (Fig.2)

11 kg

62 kg

93 kg

825x330x350 mm

1295x1100x1038 mm

1295x1805x1015 mm

302.605001.00.02

302.605001.00.01

302.605001.00.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Storage and transport racks for folding delineators

For five folding delineators:
• Made of steel, galvanised
• With attachment slots for easy installation on vehicles
• Safe transport and easy removal
For 15 or 30 folding delineators:
• Made of steel, galvanised
• Variants for 15 and 30 folding delineators can be stacked on each other
• To save space when correctly storing folding delineators
• Safe transport and easy removal
• Suitable for fork lift trucks and cranes

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight                  Pack. Unit

Item number Product description   Dimensions                        Weight               Pack. Unit

Fig. 1

Fig. 3Fig. 2

WEMAS storage and transport racks
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Storage and transport racks for safety barriers

• Made of steel, galvanised
• To save space when correctly storing safety barriers and lane closure 

equipment
• Safe transport and easy removal
• Suitable for fork lift trucks
• Capacity see table below

Standard storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m, (Fig. 1)

Standard storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2.40 m

Ideal storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m, (Fig. 2)

Ideal storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2.40 m (Fig. 2)

Support for Ideal storage and transport rack (Fig. 3)

Future storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m, (Fig. 4)

78 kg

96 kg

86 kg

127 kg

15 kg

46 kg

2235x1017x215 mm

2630x1000x210 mm

2330x1020x240 mm

2634x1200x250 mm

1905x110x75 mm

2050x1150x1230 mm

308.047001.20.11

308.047001.24.11

308.047001.20.10

308.047001.24.10

308.047000.01.00

308.047000.00.04

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number                    Product description          Dimensions                       Weight          Pack. Unit

308.047001.20.11

308.047001.24.11

308.047001.20.10

308.047001.24.10

308.047000.00.04

Standard storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m

Standard storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2.40 m

Ideal storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m

Ideal storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2.40 m

Future storage and transport rack for safety barriers, 2 m

20

20

20

20

 –

20

20

20

20

n/r

 –

20

 –

20

n/r

 –

 –

 –

 –

20

20

20

20

20

n/r

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20
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Fig. 3
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Storage and transport racks for barriers

• Made of steel, galvanised
• To save space when correctly storing barriers
• Safe transport and easy removal
• Suitable for fork lift trucks

Folding storage and transport rack for barriers (Fig.1)

Plug-in storage and transport rack for barriers (Fig.2)

52 kg

42 kg

1850x1250x285 mm

1695x1055x260 mm

308.047100.00.00

308.047100.00.01

1 unit

1 unit

Item number                          Product description      Dimensions                       Weight             Pack. Unit

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Storage and transport racks for base plates

• Made of steel, galvanised
• To save space when correctly storing WEMAS base plates
• Stackable
• Safe transport and easy removal
• Suitable for fork lift trucks and cranes

Storage and transport rack for 36 base plates (Fig.1)

Storage and transport rack for 42 hoarding base plates (Fig.2)

79 kg

68 kg

1805x900x1335 mm

1950x770x1205 mm

301.100000.00.00

301.100000.00.04

1 unit

1 unit

Item number                          Product description      Dimensions                       Weight             Pack. Unit

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Easy-to-load thanks to quick 
hook-in feature of the barriers.

WEMAS storage and transport racks



WEMAS traffic cones

One-piece traffic cones (TL)

Two-piece traffic cones (TL)

Traffic cones (TL) with strobe lamp

Day-glow finish traffic cones

Special-purpose traffic cones
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WEMAS traffic cones are divided in one-piece (TL) and two-piece traffic cones (TL).
Both variants are certified by BASt and approved with type 94 traffic cones (TL) and DIN EN13422.

One-piece traffic cones (TL)

• Traffic cone sleeve and traffic cone base made of a single material,  
cannot be taken apart

• Maintains its shape and suitability for use even after accidents, thus 
minimising the risks for everyone

• Completely made of UV-stabilised PVC
• Highly stable thanks to ideal dimensions
• Resistant to the cold, elastic and also thermally stable at high  

temperatures
• Optimised stacking without traffic cones adhering to each other
• No substances that are hazardous to health used as per REACH
• Durable and consequently cost-effective
• Recessed handle to simplify handling (even with gloves)

Two-piece traffic cones (TL)

• Traffic cone sleeve and traffic cone base in traditional design made of 
two, different materials that have been attached to each other

• Traffic cone sleeve made of HDPE, traffic cone base made of recycled 
materials

• Highly stable thanks to innovative anti-tilt edge
• Optimised stacking without traffic cones adhering to each other
• No substances that are hazardous to health used as per REACH
• Base made of recycled PVC can be replaced
• Recessed handle to simplify handling (even with gloves)

WEMAS specialist advisers will be happy 
to demonstrate the difference to you.

WEMAS traffic cones
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One-piece traffic cones (TL), 500 mm, 750 mm, 1000 mm

500 mm in height

750 mm in height

TL 611

EBOM/EBOO, weight category III EBOM/EBOO, weight category II TL 610-44

1000 mm in height

Mandatory for railway track maintenance as per 
German guidelines on working environments on 
roads/railways (RSA) 95, Part A, Section 3.1.3 
(reference 610-43).

The recessed handle facilitates 
grabbing the traffic cone.

EBOM 

EBOM: one-piece traffic cone (TL), 
3M film type RA2

EBOO: one-piece traffic cone (TL), 
film type RA2

BASt
geprüft

WEMAS traffic cones
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One-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight cate-
gory II, film type RA1/A, red/white, (TL) 610-40

weight category II, film type RA1/A, red/white, with 
film print, (TL) 610-40

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA1/A, red/white, (TL) 611

weight category III, film type RA1/A, red/white, with 
film print, (TL) 611

2,2 kg

2,2 kg

2,8 kg

2,8 kg

400.000610.00.00

400.000610.00.01

400.000611.00.00

400.000611.10.00

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

95 3F 01

95 3F 01

95 3F 06

95 3F 06

500 mm in height

285x285x510 mm

285x285x510 mm

285x285x510 mm

285x285x510 mm

II

II

III

III

750 mm in height

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, EBOM

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, EBOM with film print

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, EBOO

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, EBOO with film print

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory II, film type RA2/B, EBOM

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory II, film type RA2/B, EBOM with film print

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory II, film type RA2/B, EBOO

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory II, film type RA2/B, EBOO with film print

weight category II, film type RA1/A, red/white, black 
body, (TL) 610-44

weight category II, film type RA1/A, red/white, black 
body, with film print, (TL) 610-40

weight category II, film type RA2/B, red/white, black 
body, (TL) 610-40

weight category II, film type RA2/B, red/white, black 
body, with film print, (TL) 610-44

5,25 kg

5,25 kg

5,25 kg

5,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

4,25 kg

307.610750.00.64

307.610750.01.64

307.610750.00.63

307.610750.01.63

307.610750.00.54

307.610750.01.54

307.610750.00.53

307.610750.01.53

307.610750.00.31

307.610750.01.31

307.610750.00.32

307.610750.01.32

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

V4-55/2011

V4-55/2011

V4-53/2011

V4-53/2011

V4-56/2011

V4-56/2011

V4-54/2011

V4-54/2011

V4-43/2005

V4-43/2005

V4-44/2005

V4-44/2005

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

400x400x757 mm

396x396x755 mm

396x396x755 mm

396x396x755 mm

396x396x755 mm

III

III

III

III

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

1000 mm in height

One-piece traffic cone (TL), 1000 mm, weight 
category III, film type RA2/B, red/white, EBOM

7,92 kg307.611000.00.02 1 unit V4-52/2011500x500x1010 mm III

Item number Product description                                                        Dimensions (LxWxH)     Weight      Pack. Unit

Item number Product description                                                      Dimensions (LxWxH) Weight      Pack. Unit

Item number                   Product description                                                        Dimensions (LxWxH)     Weight        Pack. Unit

WEMAS traffic cones
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Two-piece traffic cones (TL), 500 mm, 750 mm BASt
geprüft

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight 
category III, film type RA1/A, red/white

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA1/A, red/white, with film print

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight 
category III, film type RA2/B, red/white

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 500 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, red/white, with film print

2,9 kg

2,9 kg

2,9 kg

2,9 kg

307.610500.00.01

307.610500.01.01

307.610500.00.02

307.610500.01.02

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

02 3F 03

02 3F 03

02 3S 02

02 3S 02

330x330x510 mm

330x330x510 mm

330x330x510 mm

330x330x510 mm

III

III

III

III

500 mm in height

750 mm in height

     — Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight 
category III, film type RA1/A, red/white

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA1/A, red/white, with film print

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight 
category III, film type RA2/B, red/white

Two-piece traffic cone (TL), 750 mm, weight cate-
gory III, film type RA2/B, red/white, with film print

5,2 kg

5,2 kg

5,2 kg

5,2 kg

307.610750.00.01

307.610750.01.01

307.610750.00.02

307.610750.01.02

10 units

100 units

10 units

100 units

02 3S 03

02 3S 03

02 3S 03

02 3S 03

435x435x760 mm

435x435x760 mm

435x435x760 mm

435x435x760 mm

III

III

III

III

Item number                   Product description                                                        Dimensions (LxWxH)     Weight     Pack. Unit

Item number                   Product description                                                        Dimensions (LxWxH)     Weight     Pack. Unit

WEMAS traffic cones
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• Traffic cones (TL) with strobe lamp and traffic cone adapter
• For short-term working environments
• Quick and easy to handle
• Traffic cone (TL), weight category 3
• Strobe lamp with external switch as standard
• Operation with two 4 R 25 6V compound battery
• No substances that are hazardous to health used as per REACH
• Resistant to the cold and also thermally stable at high temperatures
• UV-stabilised
• High stability

Traffic cones (TL), 750 mm, fully reflective with strobe lamp

Two-piece traffic cone, RA1(A), Rapid assembly 4000, LED, one-sided

Two-piece, RA1(A), Rapid assembly 4000, LED, double-sided

Two-piece traffic cone, RA1(A), Blitz Future, LED, one-sided

Two-piece traffic cone, RA1(A), Blitz Future, LED, double-sided

Two-piece traffic cone, RA2(B), Rapid assembly 4000, LED, one-sided

Two-piece, RA2(B), Rapid assembly 4000, LED, double-sided

Two-piece traffic cone, RA2(B), Blitz Future, LED, one-sided

Two-piece traffic cone, RA2(B), Blitz Future, LED, double-sided

One-piece traffic cone, RA2(B), Blitz Future, LED, one-sided

One-piece traffic cone, RA2(B), Blitz Future, LED, double-sided

Traffic cone adapter to fit a strobe lamp

Item number Product description Dimensions (LxWxH) Weight Pack. Unit

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,4 kg

7,35 kg

7,35 kg

0,22 kg

435x435x1070 mm

435x435x1070 mm

435x435x1140 mm

435x435x1140 mm

435x435x1070 mm

435x435x1070 mm

435x435x1140 mm

435x435x1140 mm

400x400x1137 mm

400x400x1137 mm

     —

307.610750.00.21

307.610750.00.11

307.610750.00.22

307.610750.00.12

307.610750.00.24

307.610750.00.23

307.610750.00.26

307.610750.00.25

307.610750.00.29

307.610750.00.28

307.610000.00.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Rapid assembly 4000 
one-piece traffic

Blitz Future
two-piece traffic cone

• Made of PVC with white, non-reflective film rings
• Day-glow finish
• No substances that are hazardous to health used as per REACH
• Resistant to the cold and also thermally stable at high temperatures
• UV-stabilised

Day-glow finish traffic cones

Important: day-glow finish traffic cones do not comply with the German Highway Code 

Traffic cone, 320 mm, day-glow finish with one, white film ring

Traffic cone, 500 mm, day-glow finish with two, white film rings

Traffic cone, 750 mm, day-glow finish with two, white film rings

Item number      Product description                                                                                 Dimensions (LxWxH)      Weight Pack. Unit

0,45 kg

1,05 kg

3,1 kg

228x228x325 mm

285x285x505 mm

400x400x755 mm

400.000013.00.00

307.610500.00.00

400.000021.00.00

25 units

10 units

10 units

WEMAS traffic cones
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• No substances that are hazardous to health used as per REACH
• Resistant to the cold and also thermally stable at high temperatures
• UV-stabilised

Special-purpose traffic cones

One-piece traffic cone, 500 mm, 1.25 kg, RA2/B, red/white

One-piece traffic cone, 500 mm, 2.12 kg, RA2/B, red/white

Two-piece traffic cone, 500 mm, weight category III, with two, 
white, reflective film rings, RA1/A

Two-piece traffic cone, 750 mm, weight category III, with two, 
white, reflective film rings, RA1/A

One-piece traffic cone, 320 mm, 0.45 kg, orange, without stripes

One-piece traffic cone, 320 mm, 0.45 kg, yellow, without stripes

One-piece traffic cone, 320 mm, 0.45 kg, yellow, with one, black 
stripe

One-piece traffic cone, 320 mm, 0.45 kg, blue, with one, white 
stripe

Item number Product description Dimensions (LxWxH) Weight Pack. Unit Fig.

1,25 kg

2,12 kg

2,90 kg

5,20 kg

0,45 kg

0,45 kg

0,45 kg

0,45 kg

285x285x510 mm

285x285x510 mm

330x330x510 mm

435x435x760 mm

228x228x325 mm

228x228x325 mm

228x228x325 mm

228x228x325 mm

307.610500.00.32

400.000610.00.02

307.610500.13.02

307.610750.13.02

400.000014.00.00

307.610350.02.11

307.610350.04.00

400.000043.00.00

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

20 units

20 units

20 units

20 units

1

—

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Fig. 5 Fig. 6 Fig. 7

WEMAS traffic cones
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• Made of PVC
• White, non reflective film rings
• Day glow finish
• No substances that are hazardous to health as per REACH
• Resistant to cold and also thermally stable at high temperatures

Traffic cones „Molan“

• Made of PVC
• Reflective silver film rings
• Day glow finish
• No substances that are hazardous to health as per REACH
• Resistant to cold and also thermally stable at high temperatures

Traffic cones „Molan LUX“

Traffic cone, Molan 130 LUX, with one, reflective silver film ring

Traffic cone, Molan 230 LUX, with two, reflective silver film rings

Traffic cone, Molan 330 LUX, with two, reflective silver film rings

Item number      Product description                                                                                 Dimensions (LxWxH)      Weight Pack. Unit

0,85 kg

1,54 kg

4,2 kg

228x228x325 mm

285x285x505 mm

400x400x755 mm

400.000004.00.00

400.000005.00.00

400.000006.00.00

25 units

10 units

10 units

Traffic cone, Molan 130, with one, white film ring

Traffic cone, Molan 230, with two, white film rings

Traffic cone, Molan 330, with two, white film rings

Item number      Product description                                                                                 Dimensions (LxWxH)      Weight Pack. Unit

0,85 kg

1,54 kg

4,2 kg

228x228x325 mm

285x285x505 mm

400x400x755 mm

400.000001.00.00

400.000002.00.00

400.000003.00.00

25 units

10 units

10 units

WEMAS traffic cones
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K type clamps

U type clamps

D type clamps
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K type clamps

• For temporary signage in working environments
• Made of highly shock-resistant plastic, UV-stabilised
• For 40x40 mm tubes and tubes with Ø 42 mm
• Road signs can be attached on both sides

K0 type, red, for opening, with two eyelets, Ø approximately 15 mm

K1 type clamp, red

K2 type clamp, red, with two eyelets, Ø approximately 15 mm

Item number Product description Weight Pack. unit

0,17 kg

0,13 kg

0,15 kg

306.062000.00.00

306.063000.00.00

306.064000.00.00

100 units

100 units

100 units

U type clamps

• For temporary signage in working environments
• Made of highly shock-resistant plastic, UV-stabilised
• Open design for simple and also subsequent attachment of road signs

U1 type clamp, red, for 40x40 mm/Ø 42 mm tubes

U2 type clamp, red, for 60x60 mm/Ø 60 mm tubes

U3 type clamp, red, for Ø 76 mm tubes

Item number Product description Weight Pack. unit

0,07 kg

0,08 kg

0,11 kg

306.067001.00.00

306.067002.00.00

306.067003.00.00

200 units

100 units

50 units

KO type

K1 type K2 type

WEMAS clamps
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D type clamps (duplex)

• For temporarily cover or replacement of road signs
• Made of highly shock-resistant plastic, UV-stabilised
• Easy to handle

D type clamp, red, for 2 mm and 3 mm flat signs

D type clamp, grey, for 2 mm and 3 mm flat signs

red, for Alform -1- sign profiles up to an edge thickness of up to 30 mm

grey, for Alform -1- sign profiles with an edge thickness of up to 30 mm

0,02 kg

0,02 kg

0,04 kg

0,04 kg

322.055090.00.00

322.055090.00.01

322.055090.00.10

322.055090.00.11

100 units

100 units

100 units

100 units

Use WEMAS crosses for traffic signs with duplex cross.

Item number Product description Weight Pack. unit

D type for Alform -1- signs

D type for flat signs

WEMAS clamps
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Insertion posts

• Made of steel, galvanised
• Anti-twist feature
• With angled rod, tube for signs and clamps
• Can be extended to a length of 3.5 m
• Angled rod, T-profile, 520 mm in length
• Insertion depth: 500 mm

Insertion post 2m, with angled rod, tube for signs and clamps 8,9 kg308.059002.00.00 10 Stck.

Item number Product description       Dimensions Weight     Pack. unit

2520x400x400 mm

Small advance warning stands with guide post ring

• Made of steel, galvanised
• Suitable for Ø 600 mm or SL 900 road signs
• 1,200 mm in height
• Three slots for warning flags
• Can be folded together to facilitate transport

WEMAS small advance warning stand with guide post ring 5,3 kg308.068001.00.00 1 Stck.

Item number Product description                      Weight                      Pack. unit

Galvanised shaft tube, 1.3 m in length

Galvanised shaft tube, 2 m in length

Galvanised shaft tube, 2.5 m in length

Galvanised shaft tube, 3 m in length

Galvanised shaft tube, 3.5 m in length

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

2,3 kg

3,5 kg

4,4 kg

5,3 kg

6,1 kg

1300x40x40x1,5 mm
     —
2000x40x40x1,5 mm
     —
2500x40x40x1,5 mm

3000x40x40x1,5 mm

3500x40x40x1,5 mm

322.054000.13.00

322.054000.20.00

322.054000.25.00

322.054000.30.00

322.054000.35.00

25/100 units

25/100 units

25/100 units

25/100 units

25/100 units

40x40 mm shaft tubes
• Shaft tubes made of galvanised hollow steel profile with a wall thickness  

of 1.5 mm
• True to dimension and free of burrs
• Anti-rotation element in accordance with erection aid (TL)
• Galvanised variant available on request

WEMAS clamps
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WEMAS marking tools

Marking tapes

High-visibility lane markers
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Thick-layered marking tape on fabric backing

• Thick-layered marking tape tested by BASt for temporary road markings
• Highly visible using tested marking tapes within road works
• Fast to apply (self-adhesive), can be removed without damaging the road 

surface
• Tape selected according to the duration of the road works and the traffic 

volume
• Type II: increased visibility in dark, wet conditions
• Durability category P4 - P6

BASt
geprüft

Always observe the application instructions. We are happy to provide these to you in advance.
It is required to apply Primer P 20 to prepare the substrate (warranty) when using thick-layered marking tape.

Marking tape, yellow, 120 mm wide, type I P5

Marking tape, yellow, 120 mm wide, type II P4

Marking tape, yellow, 120 mm wide, type II P5

Marking tape, yellow, 120 mm wide, type II P6

Marking tape, yellow, 150 mm wide, type II P4

Marking tape, yellow, 150 mm wide, type II P5

Marking tape, yellow, 150 mm wide, type II P6

Item number Product description Length Weight Pack. unit Certificate number

23,6 kg

23,9 kg

23,4 kg

24 kg

29,7 kg

28,7 kg

29,4 kg

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

321.066350.12.01

321.066350.12.02

321.066350.12.03

321.066351.12.02

321.066450.15.02

321.066350.15.03

321.066451.15.02

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

BASt 99 1G 03.02

BASt 2007 1VF 05.05

BASt 2007 1VF 05.06

BASt 2008 1VF 05.04

BASt 2007 1VF 05.05

BASt 2007 1VF 05.06

BASt 2008 1VF 05.04

Thin-layered marking tape on aluminium backing BASt
geprüft

• Thin-layered marking tape tested by BASt (yellow only) to produce tem-
porary markings

• Cost-effective marking material for short-term application
• Self-adhesive and hence quickly applied, easy to remove
• Tape selected according to the duration of the road works and the traffic 

volume
• Durability category P2

Always observe the application instructions. We are happy to provide these to you in advance.
It is required to apply WEMAS Primer to prepare the substrate (warranty) when using thin-layered marking tape.

Marking tape, 120 mm wide, type I P2, yellow

Marking tape, 120 mm wide, white

Marking tape, 150 mm wide, type I P2, yellow

Marking tape, 150 mm wide, black

Marking tape, 250 mm wide, type I P2, yellow

Item number Product description Length Weight  Pack. unit Certificate number

4,6 kg

4,6 kg

5,6 kg

4,8 kg

7,5 kg

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

321.066100.12.00

321.066100.12.10

321.066200.15.00

321.066700.00.00

321.066200.25.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

BASt 98 1A 10.04 

     —

BASt 98 1A 10.04

     —

BASt 98 1A 10.04

WEMAS marking tools
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High-visibility lane markers

• Flexible, high-visibility lane marker with/without reflective film, RA 3/C
• Base plate made of yellow plastic with four reflectors
• With adhesive fins on the bottom to bond with the adhesive agent

BASt
geprüft

with reflectors in the bottom part

High-visibility lane markers with reflectors in 
the top and bottom part

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit Certificate number

0,57 kg

0,57 kg

221x154x274 mm

221x154x274 mm

390.067001.00.03

390.067001.00.00

35 units

35 units

BASt 99 1Z 02.01/KE

     —

Adhesive agent for high-visibility lane markers

Always observe the adhesive agent processing information.
We are happy to provide this to you in advance.

• Adhesive agent to attach high-visibility lane markers and marking nails on 
the road surface

• When using 2K adhesive agent it is required to quickly stir the two compo-
nents to then quickly apply it (note pot life!)

• Consumption:
approximately 70 g per marking nail
approximately 150 - 200 g per high-visibility lane marker

Two-component adhesive agent (2K adhesive agent) 10,6 kg10 kg390.067000.00.01 1 unit

Item number Product description   Quantity  Weight Pack. Unit

Primer for marking tape

• Primer to prepare the substrate and properly apply marking tape
• Required: approximately 7 kg of primer per 100 m of marking tape that is 

applied

P 20 primer for thick-layered marking tape

Primer for thin-layered marking tape

Primer for thin-layered marking tape

25 l

7 kg

35 kg

321.066502.27.00

321.066500.07.00

321.066500.35.00

25,5 kg 

7,6 kg

39,2 kg

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description    Quantity  Weight Pack. Unit

WEMAS marking tools
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Speed bumps

• Made of recycled material/elastomer compounds
• Two reflectors in the centre piece on each side
• No colour abrasion, as material is dyed throughout (Fig. 1)
• Edge elements rounded off along the sides
• Bore for attachment (Ø 12 mm) with Ø 30 mm counterbore
• Attachment materials for tarmac or concrete available separately *
• Capacity up to a wheel load of 5 tonnes
• The installation and arrangement of speed bumps must have been appro-

ved
• Can be connected using links (Fig. 2)
• Top and end piece can be connected to form a sleeping policeman with Ø 

420 mm

Top piece, yellow, 30 mm (with tab)

Top piece, black, 30 mm (with tab)

Centre piece, yellow, 30 mm

Centre piece, black, 30 mm

End piece, yellow, 30 mm

End piece, black, 30 mm

Top piece, yellow, 50 mm (with tab)

Top piece, black, 50 mm (with tab)

Centre piece, yellow, 50 mm

Centre piece, black, 30 mm

End piece, yellow, 50 mm

End piece, black, 50 mm

Top piece, yellow, 75 mm (with tab)

Top piece, black, 75 mm (with tab)

Centre piece, yellow, 75 mm

Centre piece, black, 75 mm

End piece, yellow, 75 mm

End piece, black, 75 mm

Attachment set for speed bumps, one per M 10 screw, 
12x120 mm anchor, 10.5 x 30 mm washer

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

1,96 kg

1,8 kg

6,4 kg

5,7 kg

1,9 kg

1,7 kg

2,9 kg

2,6 kg

9,5 kg

8,2 kg

2,6 kg

2,4 kg

4 kg

3,5 kg

13,2 kg

11,8 kg

3,7 kg

3,4 kg

0,05 kg

250x420x30 mm

250x420x30 mm

500x420x30 mm

500x420x30 mm

250x420x30 mm

250x420x30 mm

250x420x50 mm

250x420x50 mm

500x420x50 mm

500x420x50 mm

250x420x50 mm

250x420x50 mm

250x420x75 mm

250x420x75 mm

500x420x75 mm

500x420x75 mm

250x420x75 mm

250x420x75 mm

     —

390.069210.00.00

390.069220.00.00

390.069110.00.00

390.069110.01.00

390.069210.01.00

390.069220.01.00

390.069211.00.00

390.069221.00.00

390.069111.00.00

390.069111.01.00

390.069211.01.00

390.069221.01.00

390.069212.00.00

390.069222.00.00

390.069112.00.00

390.069112.01.00

390.069212.01.00

390.069222.01.00

390.069222.05.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Fig. 2

Speed bump, 30 mm in height

Speed bump, 50 mm in height

Speed bump, 75 mm in height

Fig. 1

* No warranty for assembly

WEMAS speed bumps
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Cable bridges

Hose and cable bridges
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Cable bridges, 1500 mm, yellow

• Made of flexible elastomer compounds, material dyed yellow throughout
• For cables and hoses up to Ø 40 mm
• Feed-throughs: 1x Ø 40 mm and 2 x Ø 20 mm
• Capacity up to a wheel load of 9 tonnes

Cable bridge, 1500 mm, yellow

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. Unit

13,5 kg1500x200x65 mm390.070000.15.10 1 unit

The installation and arrangement of hose and cable bridges must have been appro-
ved. Driving over must be possible at minimum walking pace only.

Hose and cable bridges

• Made of PVC with retro-reflective film, type 3 (DG), material dyed  
throughout

• For cables and hoses up to 3 in
• Feed-throughs: 2x90x75 mm.
• Easy to link up, can be extended infinitely
• Capacity up to a wheel load of 9 tonnes
• Can be used on both sides

The installation and arrangement of hose and cable bridges must have been appro-
ved. Driving over must be possible at minimum walking pace only.

Hose and cable bridge, black

Hose and cable bridge, yellow

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. Unit

13,3 kg

14,5 kg

830x305x87 mm

830x305x87 mm

390.070000.00.00

390.070000.00.10

1 unit

1 unit

Cables and hoses inserted. Cables and hoses covered.

WEMAS hose and cable bridges
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Fold-up signals

Information boards

Warning flags
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Fold-up signals

• Stand made of galvanised steel profiles
• Reflective film cover
• Side length: 900 mm
• With press studs to attach additional information

Fold-up signal, 900 mm, reflecting, image 101

Fold-up signal, 900 mm, reflecting, image 123

Additional sign can be attached, customised text

3,8 kg

3,8 kg

0,14 kg

390.076101.00.02

390.076123.00.02

390.076000.00.02

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description Weight Pack. unit

Information boards

• With flexible base plate
• Absolutely stable and can be stacked to save space
• With 40x40 mm socket to attach one WEMAS warning lamp

Information board, orange, without film

with road traffic sign no. 123, film type RA1/A

with road traffic sign no. 123, film type RA2/B

7,8 kg

7,8 kg

7,8 kg

840x108x32 mm

840x108x32 mm

840x108x32 mm

302.605501.10.00

302.605501.10.11

302.605501.10.12

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description                                                                                       Dimensions (LxW) Weight Pack. unit

Warning flags

• Made of polyester fabric, highly tear-resistant with hem stich
• Colours: white/signal orange/white
• With polished wooden rod, Ø 22 mm

Warning flag, 500x500 mm

Warning flag, 750x750 mm

0,18 kg

0,28 kg

Ø 22x850 mm

Ø 22x1050 mm

390.103000.50.50

390.103000.75.75

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

WEMAS signals
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Mortar tubs and transport trolleys

Wheelbarrow castors

Rubble chutes

Barrier/warning tape holders

Handheld lamps
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Mortar tub

• Mortar tub made of robust and impact-resistant HDPE
• For transporting quick-setting mortar
• Tested by TÜV GS and compliant to CE
• Test number: 83843663867
• With powder-coated steel frame, suitable for cranes and stacking
• Fill level indicator line at 200 litres
• Maximum capacity: 500 kg
• UV-stabilised
• Protecting fins to prevent it from wearing through

Mortar tub, white (similar to RAL 1013), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, yellow (similar to RAL 1023), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, red (similar to RAL 3020), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, blue (similar to RAL 5005), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, green (similar to RAL 6029), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, orange (similar to RAL 2009), with round tube frame

Mortar tub, white (similar to RAL 1013), with round tube frame and print

yellow (similar to RAL 1023), with round tube frame and print

Mortar tub, red (similar to RAL 3020), with round tube frame and print

Mortar tub, blue (similar to RAL 5005), with round tube frame and print

Mortar tub, green (similar to RAL 6029), with round tube frame and print

orange (similar to RAL 2009), with round tube frame and print

Item number     Product description   Dimensions    Weight Pack. unit

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

18 kg

1050x700x470 mm
 
1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

1050x700x470 mm

390.900200.00.05

390.900200.00.10

390.900200.00.20

390.900200.00.30

390.900200.00.40

390.900200.00.50

390.900201.00.05

390.900201.00.10

390.900201.00.20

390.900201.00.30

390.900201.00.40

390.900201.00.50

Transport trolleys for mortar tubs

• Transport trolley made of steel tubes to facilitate the transport of filled 
mortar tubs

• Solid castors to ensure maximum durability

Transport trolley for mortar tubs 24,4 kg750x950x1540 mm390.900200.00.00 1 unit

Item number   Product description                                                                         Dimensions                       Weight            Pack. unit

Embossing, printed (logo), 
on both sides.

Name embossed, 
on both sides.

5 units

5 units

5 units

5 units

5 units

5 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

10 units

Mortar tub available in many colours.

WEMAS construction site accessories
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Wheelbarrow castors, solid

• Castor for wheelbarrow or transport trolley
• Made of polyurethane, highly durable
• With axle (thread: 13.5 mm)

Wheelbarrow castor, solid, yellow, suitable for Ø 11.5 mm or Ø 13.5 mm

Wheelbarrow castor, solid, black, with axle, thread: 13.5 mm

Axle for wheelbarrow castor, solid, Ø 13.5 mm, thread: 11.5 mm

2,83 kg

3,11 kg

0,22 kg

Ø 386x100 mm

Ø 390x95 mm

390.900000.00.00

390.900000.00.01

390.900000.00.10

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number  Product description                                                                                       Dimensions                  Weight             Pack. unit

Rubble chutes

• Rubble chute to remove any type of construction waste
• Tested by TÜV GS including chains and safety snap hook
• Test number: 8324366387
• Made of impact-resistant HDPE
• Ø 500 mm, 1100 mm in length, black
• Easy to install
• Can be stacked to save space for transport

Rubble chute, Ø 500 mm, black, including chains

Short funnel for rubble chute, Ø 500 mm including chains

Chain for rubble chute/funnel approximately 800 mm in length

Snap hook, 100x10 mm for rubble chute funnel

8 kg

7,7 kg

1 kg

0,5 kg

L= 1140 mm, Ø 570 mm

760x790x705 mm

305.490000.00.00

305.490001.00.00

305.490001.00.01

305.490001.00.09

110 units

1 unit

2 units

4 units

Item number  Product description                                                                                Dimensions                           Weight              Pack. unit

Funnel

WEMAS construction site accessories
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Barrier/warning 

• Made of steel, painted red
• With insertion tip

Tape holder with warning tape clamp made of steel (Fig. 1)

Barrier/warning tape holder with safety loop (Fig.2)

Barrier/warning tape holder made of plastic, without loop (Fig. 3)

1,75 kg

1,2 kg

1,1 kg

1200x122 mm, Ø 14 mm

1200x120 mm, Ø 14 mm

1200x55 mm, Ø 14 mm

308.081000.14.00

308.082001.14.00

308.081001.14.00

20 units

20 units

20 units

Item number Product description  Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Handheld lamps

• Handheld lamp with 13 LEDs
• Operated using one 4 R 25 6 V compound battery unit

Handheld lamp with 13 LEDs 0,25 kg110x122x180 mm390.025000.00.04 48 units

Item number Product description   Dimensions                    Weight                Pack. unit

Wooden trench bridges with ramps

• Tested as per ZTV-SA
• With ramp for wheelchair users
• Hinged railing, labelling using retro-reflective film
• Width: 1.00 m
• Railing height: 1.00 m

Wooden trench bridge with ramp, 1.70 m

Wooden trench bridge with ramp, 2.20 m

Wooden trench bridge with ramp, 2.70 m

64 kg

82 kg

96 kg

1700x1100x105 mm

2200x1100x105 mm

2700x1100x105 mm

309.072000.15.00

309.072000.20.00

309.072000.25.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description                                                                           Dimensions                           Weight                Pack. unit

WEMAS construction site accessories
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Light wooden trench bridge

• Plug-in railings
• Width: 1.00 m
• Railing height: 1.00 m
• Without ramp

Wooden trench bridge without ramp, 1.50 m

Wooden trench bridge without ramp, 2.00 m

Wooden trench bridge without ramp, 2.50 m

60 kg

78 kg

92 kg

1500x1100x105 mm

2000x1100x105 mm

2500x1100x105 mm

309.073000.15.00

309.073000.20.00

309.073000.25.00

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description                                                                          Dimensions                            Weight                Pack. unit

Climbing aids

• Type-tested by TÜV
• Safely and conveniently work on fixed road signs up to a height of 1 m 

above ground level
• Enables to work on the tube post with two hands
• Perforated steps as per BG directive
• Ideal for road signs that are difficult to access
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Saves space
• Maximum capacity: 180 kg

Climbing aid for tube posts, Ø 60 mm

Climbing aid for tube posts, Ø 76 mm

4,8 kg

5,2 kg

305x150x425 mm

305x150x440 mm

322.054060.00.10 

322.054076.00.10 

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit Certificate number

4478012409640

4478012415515

WEMAS construction site accessories
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Scaffolding bases

• Base distributes loads
• Tested and consequently safe load distribution for working and protective 

scaffolding
• Rough surface provides a high level of static friction on all sides
• Stable also in wet conditions and in frost on all surfaces
• No disturbing tripping hazards by 45° angle
• Four elevations on the top facilitate to exactly centre the scaffolding base 

plate spindle
• True to shape even after several years of use
• Can be stacked to save space during transport and storage
• Made of 100 % recycled materials
• Reflective strips to improve visibility

Compact, safe and highly visible. Compensate for a difference in height by 
stacking.

Scaffolding base

Scaffolding base with reflective strips

5,5 kg

5,5 kg

345x345x58 mm

345x345x58 mm

301.001064.99.00

301.001064.99.03

30 units

30 units

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

WEMAS construction site accessories
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Warning tapes and warning tape dispensers

• WEMAS warning tape and warning tape dispenser
• Warning tape, red/white, extremely tear-resistant, roll-off box, 500 m
• Warning tape dispenser with integrated blade - without warning tape
• Future warning tape dispenser with integrated blade - without warning tape
• Barrier tape with traffic cone adapter, red fabric with white hatching, 3 m – 

suitable for all WEMAS traffic cones

Warning tape, red/white, 500 m (Fig.1)

Warning tape dispenser, without warning tape (Fig.2)

Future warning tape dispenser, yellow (Fig.3)

Future warning tape dispenser, red (Fig.4)

Barrier tape with traffic cone adapter, red/white, 3 m (Fig.5)

1,4 kg

0,27 kg

0,67 kg

0,67 kg

0,3 kg

195x195x85 mm

240x195x96 mm

220x105x300 mm

220x105x300 mm

Ø 85mm, Höhe: 230 mm

390.078000.00.00

390.079002.00.00

390.079003.00.00

390.079003.00.01

390.080000.00.01

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description                                                                                 Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Masking tape for road signs

• To temporarily put road signs out of order
• Colour: black - orange - black, day-glow finish, non-reflective
• Strip width: 50 mm or 75 mm, strip length: 33 m
• We shall not assume any liability for damage to road signs
• Not permitted in areas where the German Highway Code (StVO) applies. 

If require, please use WEMAS crosses for traffic signs

Masking tape for road signs, 50 mm wide

Masking tape for road signs, 75 mm wide

0,25 kg

0,38 kg

320.033050.00.00

320.033075.00.00

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description         Weight          Pack. unit

Fig. 1

Fig. 4Fig. 3Fig. 2 Fig. 5

WEMAS special tapes
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Delineator films

• Delineator film cuts to repair damaged film surfaces
• Stripes or arrow film
• Tested and approved

Delineator film, RA1/A, 605-10, pointing towards the left/stripes

Delineator film, RA1/A, 605-20, pointing towards the right/stripes

Delineator film, RA2/B, 605-10, pointing towards the left/stripes

Delineator film, RA2/B, 605-20, pointing towards the right/stripes

Delineator film, RA1/A, arrow film

Delineator film, RA2/B, arrow film

RA1/A, for folding delineators, 605-10, pointing towards the left/stripes

RA1/A, for folding delineators, 605-20, pointing towards the right/stripes

RA2/B, for folding delineators, 605-10, pointing towards the left/stripes

RA2/B, for folding delineators, 605-20, pointing towards the right/stripes

Delineator film, RA1/A, for folding delineators, arrow film

Delineator film, RA2/B, for folding delineators, arrow film

0,11 kg

0,11 kg

0,11 kg

0,11 kg

0,11 kg

0,11 kg

0,06 kg

0,06 kg

0,06 kg

0,06 kg

0,06 kg

0,06 kg

1000x246 mm

1000x246 mm

1000x246 mm

1000x246 mm

1000x246 mm

1000x246 mm

750x187 mm

750x187 mm

750x187 mm

750x187 mm

750x187 mm

750x187 mm

900.000022.00.00

900.000023.00.00

900.000012.00.02

900.000023.00.02

900.000025.00.00

900.000022.00.02

900.000082.00.00

900.000083.00.00

900.000082.00.02

900.000083.00.02

900.000085.00.01

900.000085.00.02

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

Barrier films

• Barrier film, yard goods
• Tested and approved

Barrier film, RA1/A, 250 mm in height

Barrier film, RA1/A, 100 mm in height

Barrier film, RA2/B, 250 mm in height

Barrier film, RA2/B, 100 mm in height

0,11 kg

0,05 kg

0,11 kg

0,05 kg

1000x250 mm

1000x100 mm

1000x250 mm

1000x100 mm

900.600000.25.00

900.600000.10.00

900.600001.25.02

900.600001.10.02

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Item number Product description                                                                                Dimensions Weight Pack. unit

WEMAS special tapes
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For over 40 years we have been specialising in the production 

of high-quality products to correctly secure working environments 

in building engineering, civil engineering and road engineering. 

Permanently high quality, reliable service and short-term delivery 

capacities are a matter of course to us. This is what makes us a 

reliable partner to our customers. We constantly enhance our pro-

ducts in an effort to continuously improve the safety factor. In this 

process, a number of patents demonstrate our innovative force.

Our road traffic safety systems are certified as per the guidelines 

to secure working environments on roads (RSA) and the additi-

onal contractual conditions and guidelines for securing working 

environments on roads including the associated technical delivery 

conditions.

Made in Germany
To us, production facilities in Germany are very important. As a 

result, you can rely on a permanently high level of quality. Our cut-

ting-edge production facilities in Gütersloh operate precisely and 

efficiently. They are divided in blow moulding, injection moulding, 

steel processing, rotation and extrusion departments.

As part of steel processing we produce steel profiles for use in 

safety barriers, delineators as well as barriers and rails in two pro-

filing systems. As a result, we can also produce customer-specific 

profiles, round tubes and square tubes.

Certified quality
To us our products‘ quality and our customers‘ satisfaction are 

paramount. For this reason, WEMAS Absperrtechnik GmbH has 

been certified as per ISO 9001:2008 since 2012. We strive to-

wards safeguarding consistent quality assurance within our com-

pany. Consequently, we can always ensure our customers receive 

high-quality products within ideal delivery terms.

Throughout Germany and Europe, buil-
ding contractors, service providers and 
authorities rely on WEMAS products 
because permanently high and certified 
quality from Gütersloh is what they are 
seeking. We do not make compromises 
with regard to safety when securing con-
struction sites. 

As part of blow moulding technology, we produce safety barriers, 

barriers, manhole barriers, delineators, traffic cones and rubble chu-

tes on four production systems. Our injection moulding systems are

designed for the production of base plates, erection aids, hoarding 

bases, bases for barriers and traffic cone. We also produce traffic 

cones, warning and delineator lights as well as other accessories.

WEMAS - safety assured
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WEMAS Absperrtechnik GmbH general terms and conditions for retail, delivery and payment
1 Structure of the terms and conditions
1.1 Deliveries, services and offers by Wemas GmbH (hereinafter also referred to Retailer or simply „we”) are exclusively completed on the 

basis of these terms and conditions of business. As a result, the terms and conditions also apply to future business relationships, even 
if the terms and conditions are not explicitly agreed upon once again. The terms and conditions shall be deemed as accepted at the 
latest upon accepting the goods/delivery. We hereby object to counter confirmations of the purchaser and a reference to their terms 
and conditions of business and procurement.

1.2 Deviations from the terms and conditions of business shall be effective only if they are explicitly confirmed in writing.
1.3 These terms and conditions shall apply exclusively to companies, public and legal entities or special-purpose public assets as per 

Article 310, Section 1, German Civil Code (BGB).

2 Offers and concluding agreements
2.1 In the event that the order can be qualified as per Article 145, German Civil Code (BGB), we shall be given the option to accept it within 

four weeks.
2.2 Agreements concluded upon or following a conclusion of an agreement between our employees or representatives and our customers 

shall be valid exclusively following our confirmation; to this end, our employees’ or representatives’ representative authorities shall be 
restricted.

2.3 Drawings, illustrations, dimensions, weight data or other performance data represent common industry approximations with the result 
that commercially common deviations shall be permitted. We shall also reserve the right to make technical changes and changes to 
the shape, colour, quality and/or weight within reasonable limits. This shall also apply if samples or trials have been handed over to the 
ordering party. Such data shall not be deemed as guaranteed properties.

3 Delivery and service terms, delays
3.1 The start of our specified delivery terms assumes all technical queries have been clarified.
3.2 The dates and deadlines shall not be binding unless explicitly agreed otherwise. As a rule, we shall not assume any procurement risks.
3.3 Delays in delivery and the provision of services due to force majeure and due to events that considerably impair deliveries by Wemas 

GmbH or make these impossible (e.g. strike, lock-outs, etc.) shall entitle us to delay the deliveries or services by the period our proces-
ses had been impaired plus a reasonable start-up time. This shall also apply if our suppliers or their sub-suppliers are affected by the 
aforementioned impairments.

3.4 We shall reserve the right of correct and timely deliveries to the client.
3.5 In the event that we have failed to comply with a quoted service, the purchaser shall not be entitled to withdraw from the agreement 

and/or demand compensation as a replacement for the entire service or futile expenses, providing the breach of duty on our behalf is 
insignificant.

3.6 Wemas GmbH shall only fall behind by way of a reminder, providing legal stipulations or the agreement do not specify otherwise. 
Reminders and deadline specifications of the purchaser must have been formulated in writing.

3.7 Our adherence to delivery obligations requires the correct and timely compliance of purchasers with the obligations. We shall reserve 
the right to object to a non-fulfilment of the agreement. We shall be entitled to make partial deliveries and deliver services in part, insofar 
as this is feasible to the ordering party.

3.8 In the event of delays of services, the purchaser shall have the legal right to compensation and withdrawal, subject to the following spe-
cifications and requirements, in particular the limitation of liability as per Section 3.10. as well as the occurrence of legal requirements 
with regard to matter of fact. However, this requires the purchaser having specified a reasonable deadline to (subsequently) perform 
the service and this deadline has expired without any results. The specifications of Article 281, Section 2 and Article 323, Section 2 on 
the lack of a necessity to set a deadline shall remain unaffected.

3.9 The purchaser shall be obliged to link the extended deadline as per the previous Section 3.8 with the unambiguous declaration to 
refuse acceptance of the delivery and the rights resulting from the aforementioned Section 3.8 following expiry of the extended deadline 
without any results. In the event that the services have already been performed in part, the purchaser shall be entitled to demand 
compensation for the entire service only if it is in the purchaser’s interest to completely provide the entire service. Withdrawal from 
the entire agreement shall be possible in this case only in the event that the purchaser can provide proof that a partial performance of 
services does not bring about any benefits.

3.10 We shall be liable to delays in services only in the event that these result intentionally or as a result of gross negligence as per legal 
stipulations, also by a representative or agent. In the case of gross negligence, our liability shall be restricted to the foreseeable damage 
typical to this agreement, providing none of the exceptional cases as per Section 5 of this stipulation apply. In any other case, our 
liability due to delays and compensation in addition to the services shall be restricted to 5% and for the claim for compensation instead 
of the services restricted to 10% of the value of the delivery/services. Any further claims of the client shall be excluded, also following 
the expiry of any potential deadlines specified to us. The aforementioned restrictions shall not apply in the event of liability due to death 
or personal injury. The aforementioned regulations shall not be linked to a change to the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the 
purchaser.

3.11 The purchaser shall exclusively be entitled to withdraw from the agreement within the framework of legal stipulations, providing we are 
responsible for the delivery delays; this shall not be linked to a change of the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the purchaser.

3.12 In the event of a delay in acceptance on behalf of the purchaser or in the event of any other violation of other duties to collaborate 
on behalf of the purchaser we shall reserve the right to exercise the legal claims we are entitled to. The risk of accidental loss and/or 
accidental deterioration of the purchase item shall be transferred to the purchaser at the latest when there is a delay in acceptance on 
behalf of the purchaser.

4 Transfer of risks, packaging
4.1 Insofar as no deviating agreement has been concluded, deliveries shall be agreed upon as of the Wemas GmbH warehouse. The risk 

shall be transferred to the purchaser as soon as the shipment has been handed over to the entity in charge of shipment or as soon as 
the delivery has left our warehouse for shipment; this shall also apply if we organise the transport ourselves.

4.2 In the event that shipment becomes impossible without a fault on our behalf, the risk shall be transferred to the purchaser upon repor-
ting the item is ready for shipment.

4.3 On request by the purchaser we shall conclude transport insurance for the delivery and the purchaser shall bear any costs incurred.
4.4 Packaging as defined in the packaging regulations, except transport packaging or multi-use shipping materials (e.g. pallets, wire boxes 

Collico boxes, etc.), shall be non-returnable. Purchasers shall be obliged to dispose of disposable packaging at their own cost. Multi-use 
shipping materials shall be made available to the purchaser on a loan basis; purchasers are obliged to return them in correct condition, 
i.e. without residue and damage; in the event of contamination or damage to the shipping materials the purchaser shall bear the repair 
costs or reimburse the value of the materials if they are rendered unusable. Returned transport packaging must be clean, free from 
foreign materials and sorted by different packaging materials. Failing this we shall be entitled to demand any additional costs incurred 
as a result of repair or disposal from the purchaser.

5 Impossibility
5.1 In the event that delivery/services become impossible, we shall be liable in the event of intent or gross negligence on behalf of Wemas 

GmbH, a representative or agent as per the legal stipulations. However, in the event of gross negligence our liability shall be limited to 
foreseeable damage typical to this type of agreement, insofar as none of the exceptional cases as per Section 5 of these terms and 
conditions have occurred. In all other cases our liability for compensation on the basis of impossibility and with regard to reimbursement 
of the lost expenses shall be limited to a total of 10% of the value of the delivery/service. Any further claims of the client on the basis of 
impossibility to deliver items/services shall be excluded. This restriction shall not apply in the event of liability as a result of intent, gross 
negligence or personal injury. This shall not affect the purchaser’s right to withdraw from the agreement.

6 Prices and payment
6.1 All prices are net prices ex warehouse or ex works excluding VAT, packaging, insurance and any other additional costs. All additional 

costs (e.g. shipment, insurance, export, transit, import or any other duties as well as certifications shall be borne by the purchaser. The 
purchaser shall also bear any type of taxes, duties, fees, etc. that have been incurred as a result of this agreement or the purchaser 
shall demand reimbursement from Wemas GmbH providing the corresponding certificates and receipts are made available, in the event 
that Wemas GmbH has been obliged to perform services. The purchaser shall particularly pay the VAT applicable on the day of delivery.

6.2 Price changes shall be permitted if more than six weeks lie between conclusion of the agreement and the agreed delivery date or the 
delivery is possible only after expiry of said six-week period and the purchaser is responsible for this. In the event that wages, material 
costs or common market entry prices subsequently increase by the time the delivery has been completed, we shall reserve the right to 
increase the agreed price as per the added costs to a reasonable extent. In the event of an increase, the purchaser shall have the right 
to withdraw from the agreement exclusively if the increase exceeds the general costs of living between conclusion of the agreement 
and delivery by an unreasonable amount.

6.3 The invoice amount shall be due immediately and it shall be payable as follows, unless agreed otherwise:
a) 8 days following the invoice date, 2 % cash discount
b) 30 days following the invoice date without any discount
6.4 In the event that the purchaser delays payment we shall be entitled to enforce the rights resulting from Article 288 German Civil Code 

(BGB).
6.5 Purchasers shall have the rights to set-off only if their counter claims are legally binding, undisputed and we have given our consent. 

Purchasers shall also be entitled to enforce a right to retention insofar as the counter claim is based on the same contractual relation-
ship.

6.6 In the event that we become aware of circumstances that question the purchaser’s creditworthiness we shall be authorised to demand 
advance payments or security deposits regardless of any further statutory claims.

6.7 We reserve the right to accept cheques and bills of exchange and these shall be valid as payment only following encashment. Any 
discount or bank expenses shall be borne by the purchaser.

6.8 The goods shall be delivered under reservation of proprietary rights as per the stipulations in these terms and conditions of business. 
Insofar as we agree payment of the purchase price owed on the basis of a cheque/bills of exchange with the purchaser, this reservation 
shall also apply to encashment of the bill of exchange we accepted from the purchaser and shall not expire upon credit of the cheque 
to our benefit.

7 Warranty
7.1 Purchaser warranty rights shall demand the purchaser has correctly complied with the requirements for examination and complaints as 

per Article 377 German Commercial Code (HGB).
7.2 The purchaser’s legal recourse claims shall apply insofar as the purchaser has not concluded any agreements with their customer 

beyond the legal claims for defects.
7.3 Insofar as we are responsible for a defect of the purchase item, we shall always be entitled to rework the item within an adequate period 

of four weeks, whereby the purchaser reserves the right to grant us an adequate period of less than four weeks, providing a minimum 
period of four weeks for reworking is unfeasible for the purchaser. In the event that reworking is unsuccessful, the purchaser shall be 
granted the legally prescribed claims and rights, subject to the following regulations. However, any claims by the purchaser relating to 
the expenses required for the purpose of reworking, in particular shipping, infrastructure, labour and material costs shall be excluded, 
providing the expenses increase because the object for delivery was completed in a location different to the place of fulfilment; unless 
the transfer corresponds to its intended use.

7.4 Claims for defects shall not be constituted only upon insignificant deviations from the agreed properties, in the event of only insigni-
ficant impairments of its usability, natural wear or damage after the transfer of risks resulting from incorrect or negligent treatment, 
excessive wear, unsuitable operating materials and/or due to extraordinary, external influences and/or which are not intended as per 
the agreement.

7.5 We shall not be held liable for material damage resulting from unspecified operating and maintenance instructions, non-permissible 
changes to the products or parts replacements and the use of unsuitable consumables, in the event that said materials and parts do not 
comply with the original specifications; any other regulations shall apply exclusively if the liability case is not a result of an aforementio-
ned and verifiable reason for exclusion.

7.6 Claims regarding liability for defects shall be in lapse after twelve months; this period shall start from the moment of risk transfer. The 
aforementioned stipulations shall not apply in the event that the legislation in accordance with Articles 438, Section 1, no. 2 (items for 
buildings), 479 (recourse claim) and 634 a (building defects) in the German Civil Code (BGB) specifies longer deadlines. They shall 
also not apply in the event of intent, malicious non-disclosure of a defect, in the event of personal injuries or infringements of personal 
freedom, in the event of claims resulting from product liability legislation, grossly negligent disregard of an obligation or in the event of 
an infringement of essential contractual agreements.

7.7 Our liability for defects is limited as follows:
7.7.1 In the event of intent or gross negligence on behalf of the retailer or a representative or agent we shall be liable only as per legal stipu-

lations. In any other case, we shall be liable as per product liability legislation, as a result of personal injury or due to a disadvantageous 
infringement of essential contractual obligations. However, the amount of compensation as a result of an infringement of essential 
contractual obligations is restricted to the foreseeable damage typical for this type of agreement. Our liability shall also be restricted to 
the foreseeable damage typical for this type of agreement in the event of gross negligence if none of the aforementioned exceptional 
cases apply.

7.7.2 However, liability for damage caused by the delivery item to legal property of the purchaser, e.g. damage to other items shall be fully 
excluded. This shall not apply in the event of intent or gross negligence or due to death or personal injury.

7.7.3 The stipulations of the aforementioned Sections 7.7.1 and 7.7.2 shall apply to compensation in addition to the services and compensa-
tion instead of services. They shall also apply to claims for replacement of futile expenditure.

7.7.4 The aforementioned limitation of liability shall not apply if the purchaser asserts compensation claims due to the assumption of a gu-
arantee for the availability of a property, unless the purpose of the guaranteed properties merely affects compliance with the agreement 
for the underlying delivery, yet not to the risk of consequential damage or other damage to property.

7.7.5 Changes to the burden of proof to the disadvantage of the purchaser shall not be linked to the aforementioned stipulations.

8 Overall liability
8.1 We exclude any further liability for compensation other than that defined in Sections 3, 5 and 7 - without consideration of the legal nature 

of the claim brought forward - in particular as a result of an infringement of contractual obligations and from prohibited actions.
8.2 The liability disclaimer as per the aforementioned Section 8.1 shall not apply to cases of intent, gross negligence as a result of death 

or personal injury, liability as per product liability legislation and culpable infringements of essential contractual obligations. However, 
claims for confirmations as a result of essential contractual obligations shall be restricted to the foreseeable damage typical to this type 
of agreement. In the event of gross negligence our liability shall also be limited to the damage typical to this type of agreement if none 
of the exceptions as per Paragraph 1 of this agreement apply.

8.3 Providing the liability is excluded or limited on our behalf, this also applies to the personal liability of employees, workers, team mem-
bers, representatives and agents.

9 Retention of title
9.1 The delivered goods remain the property of Wemas GmbH until the purchaser has made payment in full for all accounts receivables 

resulting from the mutual business relationship. Payment of individual accounts receivables as part of on-going invoices as well as the 
approval of the balance shall not affect the retention of title. Payment shall only be deemed complete as soon as the equivalent value 
is credited to our accounts.

9.2 In the event of contractual infringements on behalf of the purchaser, in particular delays in payment, we shall be entitled to withdraw the 
purchase item. The withdrawal of the purchase item on our behalf - also by seizure of the item - as well as issuing the demand to return 
the item constitute withdrawal from the agreement.

9.3 A seizure of the purchase item on our behalf always constitutes a withdrawal from the agreement. We shall be entitled to exploit the 
purchase item following withdrawal. The gains from exploitation shall be offset against the purchaser’s accounts payable, minus an 
adequate reimbursement for exploitation costs that were incurred in the process.

9.4 Purchasers shall be obliged to handle the purchase item with care and take out adequate fire, water and theft damage insurance to 
cover the original price of the item at their own costs. Purchasers shall perform any due maintenance and inspection work in due time 
at at their own costs.

9.5 In the event of seizure or any other intervention from third parties we shall be notified immediately to be able to file a suit as per Article 
771 German Civil Procedure Code (ZPO) or similar, foreign legal remedies. Insofar as the third party is unable to reimburse the judicial 
and extrajudicial costs of a suit as per Article 771 German Procedure Code (ZPO), the purchaser shall be liable to pay the resulting loss.

9.6 The purchaser shall have the right to resell goods subject to proviso agreements: however, the purchaser shall already and immedia-
tely transfer all accounts receivable amounting to the final invoice amount (including VAT) of our accounts receivables to which the 
purchaser is entitled to with regard to their purchasers or any third parties as a result of resale or any other legal reason, regardless of 
whether or not the purchase item has been sold on with or without having processed it. We shall accept the transfer. If the accounts 
receivables transferred to the purchaser of the proviso goods are integrated into an on-going invoice (current account), the transfer 
relates to the accepted balance of our contractual partner and, in the event of insolvency of the purchaser, to the available „causal 
balance” of our contractual partner. The purchaser shall remain entitled to retain these accounts receivable also following a transfer. 
This shall not affect the permission of Wemas GmbH to collect the accounts receivables themselves. However, we shall be obliged to 
not collect the accounts receivable as long as the purchaser meets the payment obligations with income received, there are no delays 
in payment and, in particular, there are no pending insolvency proceedings with regard to their assets or a suspension of payment has 
been enforced. However, if this is the case, we shall be entitled to demand the purchaser discloses the accounts receivable as well as 
the corresponding debtors, discloses all information required to collect the amount owed, hands over the associated documents and 
notifies debtors (third parties) of this transfer.

9.7 The proviso goods shall always be processed or converted for us by the purchaser without accounts payable arising from this. If the 
proviso goods are processed with other objects that do not belong to us, we shall also acquire shared ownership of the new item to 
the amount of the proviso goods’ value (final invoice amount including VAT) in relation to the other, processed objects at the time of 
processing. This shall also apply if the purchaser acquires sole ownership as a result of processing. The same provisions that apply to 
the item resulting from processing also apply to the goods supplied in proviso.

9.8 In the event that the proviso goods are mixed with other objects that do not belong to us and can consequently no longer be separated, 
we shall acquire shared ownership of the item in a relation equating to the value of the proviso goods (final invoice item including VAT) 
to the other, mixed objects at the time of mixing. If the mixing is performed in such a manner that the item of the purchaser can be 
regarded as the main item, the parties shall agree that the purchaser grants us shared ownership on a pro-rata basis. The purchaser 
shall manage the resulting sole ownership or shared ownership on our behalf.

9.9 We shall be obliged to release the securities we are entitled to upon request by the purchaser, providing that the value of the securities 
we are entitled to exceed the accounts receivable to be secured by more than 10%; we shall select the securities to be released.

10 Ownership of documents, forwarding
10.1 Wemas GmbH shall reserve the ownership and copyright of any illustrations, drawings, calculation data and any other documents 

we created; they must not be made accessible to third parties. This applies in particular to information, most of all written documents, 
specified as confidential; purchasers must obtain our explicit, written consent prior to forwarding this data.

11 Applicable legislation, place of jurisdiction, partial invalidity
11.1 The registered office of Wemas GmbH in Gütersloh, Germany, shall be the exclusive place of jurisdiction for all present and future 

claims resulting from the business relationship with companies, public, legal entities and special-purpose public assets, including 
accounts receivable from cheques and bills of exchange. However, we shall be entitled to file a law suit at the purchasers’ local courts.

11.2 Insofar as the order confirmation does not state otherwise, the place of fulfilment is the registered office of Wemas GmbH in Gütersloh.
11.3 The legal stipulations of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply to these business relationships and all legal relationships between 

Wemas GmbH and the purchaser. We exclude the application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale 
of Goods (CISG, dated 11 April 1980, on agreements on the international purchase of goods, BGBl 1989 II S 588, b.e.r. 1990 II, 1699).

11.4 In the event that a stipulation of these terms and conditions of retail, delivery and payment is rendered invalid in full or in part or in the 
event that these terms and conditions contain a gap, this does not affect the remaining stipulations herein. The contractual parties shall 
replace said stipulations with new stipulations that come as close as possible to to the original stipulation in a legal and economic sense.

(As at: May 2003)
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